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ABSTRACT

The scattering of mode-one M, internal tides from I) idealized Gaussian topography and 2) the Line

Islands Ridge is examined with a primitive equation numerical model. Internal tide scattering at topography

leads to a loss of energy to mixing and to a redistribution of energy flux in space, frequency, and mode

number.

Scattering from idealized ridges focuses wave energy directly downstream, while scattering from

seamounts produces azimuthal energy dispersion. Scattering to higher modes occurs in the lee of near- and

supercritical seamounts and ridges. The Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 submodel parameterizes turbulent mixing.

For the near- and supercritical ridges with realistic stratification, elevated mixing is found over the leading

edge of the topography and along a tidal beam up to the first surface bounce. A transition from a beam

structure near the topography to a low-mode structure further away occurs due to an increased contribution

from the mode-one internal tide as it refracts around the topography and not due to turbulent dissipation.

At the Line Islands Ridge, runs with baroclinic and barotropic forcing are performed to distinguish

scattered from locally-generated internal tides. Spatial and modal distributions of energy density and flux

show internal tide scattering dominates at Hutchinson Seamount, while higher modes are generated locally at

Sculpin Ridge. Hut<:hinson Seamount's slopes are steeper over a greater continuous area than Sculpin Ridge,

which make Hut<:hinson Seamount a strong scatterer. Overall 37% of the incident mode-one energy flux is

lost due to scattering into modes 2-5 (19%), dissipation by the model's turbulence parameterization (15%),

and nonlinear transfer to the M. internal tide (3%). Two TOPEX groundtracks pass through the model domain

roughly normal to the ridge topography and confirm the general features of the modal and spatial distribution

found in the model.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This dissertation is composed of two papers: Johnston and Merrifield [2003] and T. M. S. Johnston,

M. A, Merrifield, and P. E. Holloway, Internal tide scattering at the Line Islands Ridge, submitted to Journal

of Geophysical Research, 10.1029/2003JCOO1844,2003. As the lead author of both papers, the major portion

of this work is mine. The first paper examines internal tide scattering from idealized Gaussian topography,

while the second is an application of this method at realistic topography.

1.1 Overview

The pathways of energy transfer from the basin-scale surface tidal motions to the smallest turbulent

mixing scales are not understood well [Maller and Briscoe, 2000]. An important intermediate step is the

scattering of the surface tide into internal tides at topography. In the open ocean, internal tides are generated

at topographic features such as seamounts, submerged ridges, and islands [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999;

Niwa and Hibiya, 2001]. The high-mode internal tides presumably dissipate near the topography and may

be important for local mixing, while the low-mode internal tides are observed to propagate away from their

source regions with decay scales on the order of 1000 km [Dushaw et al., 1995; Ray and Mitchum, 1997; Ray

and Cartwright, 200I]. (Long internal waves can be decomposed into orthogonal normal modes or standing

waves in the vertical [Gill, 1982].) These freely propagating internal tides account for a significant portion of

the baroclinic energy flux and may be an energy source for small-scale internal waves. Therefore, how and

where low-mode internal tidal energy is transferred to smaller scales and dissipated affects both the overall

tidal energy budget and open ocean mixing. There are many mechanisms for moving energy to smaller

scales, including parametric subharmonic instability, advection, scattering from eddies, fronts, or topography

[Munk, 1981; MUlier and Briscoe, 2000]. We focus on the question: how and where is the energy transferred

from the large-scale, propagating mode-one internal tide to smaller scales due to interactions with midocean

topography?

With the Princeton Ocean Model we examine how an incident mode-one internal tide scatters from

idealized, finite-height seamount, ridge, and island topography with subcritical, near-critical, and supercritical
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slopes (Chapter 2). A second set of experiments applies this method to internal tide scattering at the Line

Islands Ridge (Chapter 3). Additional background ou the internal tide generation (Section 1.2) and the role of

internal tides in abyssal mixing (Section 1.3) is provided. Work on internal wave reflection (Section 1.4.1) and

shoaling (Section 1.4.2) is reviewed. Scattering of long internal waves from finite-height, two-dimensional

topography (Section 1.4.3) is the work most relevant to our study.

1.2 Internal Tide Generation and the Tidal Energy Budget

Of the 2.5 TW of energy lost per tidal cycle in the M2 tide, most is accounted for by frictional

drag in shallow seas, but recent estimates suggest 20-30% of the energy or 0.70 ± 0.15 TW is dissipated in

the open ocean [Egben and Ray, 2001]. This open ocean barotropic tidal dissipation is predicted to occur

over regions of rough topography, such as the Hawaiian Ridge, presumably associated with the generation

of internal waves at the tidal frequency- or internal tides. Thus the generation of internal tides at midocean

topography contributes significantly to the overall dissipation of the surface tide. There is a strong correspon

dence between regions of predicted internal tide generation [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001] and barotropic tidal

dissipation in the open ocean [Egben and Ray, 2001]. The scattering of the barotropic tide into baroclinic

tides has been examined at idealized seamounts, ridges, and islands [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999]. Even

over small-amplitude topography, such as abyssal hills, internal tide generation is appreciable [Bell, 1975a,

1975b; llewellyn Smith and Young, 2002; St. Laurent and Garrett, 2002].

The shape of finite-amplitude topography determines the spatial structure of the generated internal

tide [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999]. At steep topography, barotropic tidal energy may scatter into internal

tidal beams with baroclinic energy density concentrated along tidal characteristics. Consequently, strong

vertical shears of the horizontal currents may promote mixing. Observations at the shelfbreak near Monterey

Canyon show high turbulent dissipation in a beam 50 m thick and extending 4 km offshore along an M2

tidal characteristic [llen and Gregg, 2001]. The strong turbulence in the beam varies by a factor of 100 with

semidiurnal periodicity and, therefore, is attributed to breaking internal tides. Tidal beams are observed, and

in most cases simply inferred, near suspected generation sites [Pingree and New, 1989; Pingree and New,

1991].

In the open ocean, low-mode internal waves are a more suitable description of the internal tide

[Wunsch. 1975; Hendry, 1977; Dushaw et aL, 1995]. It has been proposed that the higher mode components

comprising a tidal beam near generation sites dissipate locally, leaving the low-mode components to propa

gate freely into the open ocean [LeBlond, 1966; Prinsenberg et al., 1974]. Observations from the Mendocino

Escarpment indicate a transition from tidal beams near the source region to vertical modes in the far-field, but

whether dissipation accounts for this is still unclear (E. Kunze, personal communication, 2002).

Low-mode internal tides can travel long distances from their sources without much dissipation

[Ray and Mitchum, 1997; Kantha and TIerney, 1997; Cummins et aI., 2001; Merrifield et al., 2001; Ray and

Canwright, 2001]. Therefore, the link between tides and deep-ocean mixing depends largely upon the fate of
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these low-mode waves. Scattering of the internal tides from topography may be important for understanding

how tidal energy is dissipated in the ocean and where this dissipation occurs.

Using a simple two-layer model and TopexIPoseidon observations of the M2 internal tidal surface

elevations, calculations show low-mode internal tides propagating away from midocean topography account

for approximately 0.36 TW of baroclinic energy [Kantha and nerney, 1997]. The remainder of the M2 tidal

energy, which is about 0.34 TW (= 0.70 - 0.36 TW), either is lost to friction by the barotropic tidal currents,

is dissipated by turbulence due to baroclinic motions, contributes to mixing the deep ocean due to unstable

baroclinic motions, or goes into higher-mode internal tides.

The connection between tidal dissipation and mixing via internal tides is the main focus of the

Hawaii Ocean Mixing Experiment. Model estimates constrained by altimeter data suggest approximately

15 GW of M2 barotropic tidal dissipation at the Hawaiian Ridge [Egbert and Ray, 2001] comparable to a

different model's estimate of the total energy input to the M2 internal tide [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001]. Another

internal tide generation model indicates 10 GW radiates away from the ridge as internal tides, with about two

thirds carried by the dominant mode-one internal tide [Merrifield and Holloway, 2002]. Energy flux estimates

from the model are in good agreement with fluxes measured by repeat profiles at various locations along the

ridge [A. M. Althaus, E. Kunze. and T. B. Sanford, Internal tide radiation from Mendocino Escarpment,

submitted to Journal of Physical Oceanography, 2002] and with fluxes calculated from TopexIPoseidon data

[Ray and Cartwright, 2001].

1.3 Internal Tides and Abyssal Ocean Mixing

The dissipation of barotropic tidal energy from all tidal constituents may provide 1 TW of energy

to maintain the heat balance in the abyssal ocean, which requires a total of about 2 TW of energy input to

mixing processes, but the latter number may be overestimated by a factor of2 [Munk and Wunsch, 1998]. In

any case it appears the M2 internal tide is a significant component of the tidal energy balance. While it is

clear that an abundance of tidal energy is available for abyssal ocean mixing, it is not certain how and where

this mixing takes place. The prevailing view is that tidal energy is transferred to small enough scales for

shear instabilities to occur [MUller and Briscoe, 2000]. This is presumed to take place through wave-wave

interactions within the internsl wave continuum, encounters with mesoscale eddies and fronts, and scattering

at topography.

Microstructure and tracer measurements of the diapycnal eddy diffusivity in the abyssal ocean are

an order of magnitude smaller than the basin-averaged diapycnal eddy diffusivity calculated from a sim

ple vertical advection-diffusion balance [Munk and Wunsch, 1998]. This implies that to maintain the mean

abyssal stratification there must be regions of greatly enhanced mixing, which may include ntidocean ridges,

seamounts, islands, canyons and ridges along continental shelves, and abyssal hills. For example, mixing is

sigrtificantly heightened over the rough topography of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge relative to the nearby smooth

abyssal plain [Polzin et aL, 1997; Ledwell et aL, 2oooj. This evidence from the Brazil Basin suggests that
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tidaillow over rough topography generates internal waves with scales conducive to mixing- possibly higher

mode internal tides or high frequency lee waves. Enhanced mixing occurs high in the water column above

the sea 1I0or, supporting the notion that upward propagating internal waves trigger shear instabilities [Polzin

et ai, 1997]. Turbulent microstructure exhibits a spring-neap modulation, suggesting that the internal waves

originate in part due to barotropic tidal 1I0w over the rough topography [Ledwell et al., 2000]. A one day

time lag between the peak of the spring-neap cycle of the barotropic tidal currents and the turbulent mixing

[Ledwell et ai, 2000] indicates the pathway to mixing involves the finite travel time for internal tides gener

ated at the sealloor to propagate upward. Scattering of low-mode to high-mode internal tides occurs with an

efficiency of about 10% at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [St. Laurent and Garrett, 2002].

The spatial distribution of mixing has a significant impact on abyssal circulation models. Uniform

mixing in a lIat-bottom, abyssal ocean produces a weak. poleward interior goostrophic 1I0w [Stommel and

Arons, 1960]. However, if mixing is confined to the bottom 1 km of a lIat 5 km deep abyssal ocean and

consequently the vertical velocity decreases with height above 4 km up to the wind-driven top 1 km, then

the geostrophic balance indicates abyssaillow is equatorward with poleward 1I0w confined to the bottom

boundary layer [Gargett, 1984]. With higher mixing near lateral boundaries of abyssal basins, interior 1I0w

is zonal and meridionaillow is confined to the frictional lateral boundary layers [Samelson, 1998]. Bottom

intensified mixing at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in a numerical model leads to strong equatorward (poleward)

abyssal 1I0w on the western (eastern) lIank, which sets up anticlockwise abyssal circulation in the Brazil

and Angola Basins [Huang and lin, 2002]. Upwelling of deep and bottom waters is confined to areas with

enhanced mixing [Rasurni and Suginohara. 1999].

1.4 Internal Wave Scattering from Topography

1.4.1 Internal Wave Reflection

A brief description of the rellection process of short wavelength internal waves is helpful for inter

preting low-mode or long-wave scattering at topography. For a given stratification and wave frequency. the

slope (s) of an internal wave characteristic is fixed. A topographic slope (a) is classified as either supercrit

ical (al s > I), critical (als =I), or subcritical (als < I). For a short wavelength internal wave obliquely

incident on a plane boundary of near-critical slope far removed from the ocean surface, linear theory pre

dicts the rellected wave properties: the rellected waves' azimuth becomes more cross-isobath: the vertical

wavenumber increases, which also leads to an increase in vertical shear; the group velocity approaches zero;

and consequently to conserve energy lIux, current amplitude and energy density increase sharply [Eriksen,

1982]. Upon rellection the incident internal wave energy is either redistributed in wavenumber space or used

for mixing. Given a Garrett-Munk internal wave spectrum [Munk. 1981] incident on topography, globally

significant mixing requires 8% or 1.6 mW m-2 of the internal wave energy lIux [Eriksen, 1985]. However,

observations at Fieberling Guyot show about I% of the energy lIux in the internal wave spectrum is lost to

mixing [Eriksen, 1998]. Although evidence of internal wave reflection is seen as far as 750 m above the to-
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pography, the distonion to the internal wave spectrum can be removed by nonlinear wave-wave interactions.

Reflection at lower latitudes from gentler slopes may involve more energetic components of the internal

wave spectrum and thus create greater mixing. Some turbulence microstructure measurements at Fieberling

Guyot display locally elevated, but globally insignificant mixing [Toole el al., 1997). The regions of locally

increased mixing, which occur along M2 internal tide rays at Cobb Seamount, are related probably to internal

wave reflection or generation [Lueck and Mudge, 1997].

Small-amplitude roughness superimposed on a flat or sloping plane surface has a significant effect

on the scattered internal wave. The imponance of topographic roughness is evident for the case of a near

critical reflection, where the internal wave rays are propagating almost parallel to the topography. In such

a case a small bump can reflect the ray back towards the direction of incidence and perhaps increase shear

near the bump [Longuel-Higgins, 1969). For small-amplitude sinusoidal corrugations on a flat bottom some

energy is reflected as expected for a flat bottom, while forward and backward scattering occurs at the sum

and difference wavenumbers [Baines, 1971]. The scattered waves travel in the same direction as the primary

reflected wave. However, if the difference wavenumber is negative, then the secondary wave is scattered back

towards the direction, from which the incident wave came. This work is still valid when extended to finite

amplitude, subcritical, small wavelength, sinusoidal corrugations [Mied and Dugan, 1976). In a comparison

between the scattering of two-dimensional internal waves from one-dimensional random topography, given

by the topography spectrum of abyssal hills in the Nonh Pacific [Bell, 1975c), and the reflection of inter

nal waves from a planar slope, reflection redistributes more energy flux in total, but scattering redistributes

more energy to higher wavenumbers [Muller and Xu, 1992). Scattering from rough, but overall zero slope

topography may generate higher shears and mixing than a reflection from a smooth linear slope. Internal

waves scattered from a slope with sinusoidal corrugations leads to scattered waves with wavenumbers an

order of magnitude larger than the wavenumber of the primary reflected wave, which has obvious implica

tions for mixing [Thotpe, 200la). Scattering from finite topography with finite roughness may become quite

complicated and requires a numerical model.

Even though internal waves may reflect linearly from finite-height topography, the resultant wave

field may be quite complex due to three-dimensional effects and variable slopes [Gilbert and Garren, 1989;

Eriksen, 1998]. Geometric effects alone may provide the energy enhancement above convex, near-critical

topography and such sites may display enhanced dissipation. However, below the main pycnocline the de

crease in stratification leads to most topography appearing effectively concave in an equivalently stretched

constant stratification ocean [Eriksen, 1998). Moorings with current meters placed at different depths above

nonuniformly sloping topography are sampling internal wave characteristics reflecting from different bottom

slopes, which could lead to rapid variation of internal wave motions with height due solely to linear reflec

tion. Thus for three-dimensional topography, the details of the topography become imponant and numerical

mndels are required for realistic simulations. Another complication is that waves reflected from a subcritical

slope deep on the flank of a seamount experience severe shear and strain, and may dissipate before reaching

the seamount's convex crest.
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1.4.2 Internal Wave Shoaling

Internal wave shoaling at three-dimensional midocean topography is an extension of the problem of

shoaling at the essentially two-dimensional continental shelf. The shoaling of short internal waves at a wedge

shaped shelf leads to bottom-intensified currents, increased vertical shear, and steeper and shorter waves

[Wunsch, 1969]. For a wedge-shaped, subcritical shelf analytic solutions are found for normally incident

internal waves [Wunsch, 1969] and obliquely incident internal waves [McKee, 1973], whose crests become

increasingly shore-parallel as the bottom shoals. With the inclusion of bottom friction and mean alongshore

currents and with an ensemble of incident plane waves, a single current meter mooring would observe the

following: as the bottom shoals, current ellipses are oriented increasingly cross-isobath; as friction or shelf

width increases, waves generated on the shelf dominate oceanic internal waves; as the bottom shoals, higher

modes are dissipated by friction leading to a redder spectrum; and horizontally sheared alongshore currents

affect internal wave energy and direction [Pringle and Brink, 1999]. Since the currents due to an ensemble

of plane waves differ from those due to a single plane wave, a better understanding of the oceanic waves

incident on the shelf and the sources of internal waves on the shelf is needed.

The process of shoaling and breaking for long internal waves is followed in laboratory experiments

for waves incident on a near-critical plane slope (lvey and Nokes, 1989] and in both laboratory and numerical

experiments for a narrow ray incident on a small portion of the slope [De Silva et 01., 1997; lavam et 01.,

1999]. The former scenario displays efficient mixing, while the latter leads to the horizontal injection of

mixed boundary layer fluid into the interior only near the reflection point without measurable changes in

the mean stratification. The reflection of internal wave groups may lead to intermittent or sustained wave

breaking depending upon the ratio of the duration of the wave breaking to the wave period [Thorpe, 1999].

The internal tides are modulated by a diurnal inequality and the spring-neap cycle, which means the group

structure of the internal tide may be important. Increased mixing may be observed at surface or bottom

reflections over a limited region of overlap between reflected and incident waves in an internal wave beam or

group [De Silva et aI., 1997; lavam et 01., 1999; Thorpe, 200lb]. Thorpe [200lb] notes, "Establishing the

causes and extent of mixing near topography is hindered by the lack of information about the patchy nature,

propagation characteristics, or group structure of internal waves approaching or radiating from the lateral

boundaries- the continental slopes and sides of islands, seamounts, and ridges- of the ocean."

1.4.3 Internal Wave Scattering at Finite-Height, Two-Dimensional Topography

The reflection and transmission of long internal waves at finite-height, two-dimensional (in the

vertical plane) or infinite-length topography, such as shelves and ridges, were examined by MUlier and Uu

[2000a]. For a given modal distribution incident on finite, two-dimensional topograpby, the transmitted and

reflected energy flux modal distributions can be calculated based on a mapping function determined by ray

tracing [MUller and Uu, 2000a]. The depth-integrated baroclinic energy flux is conserved in the absence

of dissipation or generation. As the height of supercritical topography increases, the total energy scattered
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and the energy scattered to higher modes both increase. At subcritical slopes most energy is transmitted,

whereas for supercritical topography some energy is transmitted and some is reflected, depending on the

incident mode and topographic height. Scattering to higher modes is found especially for near-critical and

supercritical slopes and for convex topography.

Reflection theory is inadequate for supercritical slopes and low-mode waves, since the radius of

curvatore of the topography is much smaller than the incident waves' wavelength. This result is especially

relevant to the situation in the ocean, where low-mode internal tides may propagate large distances and

scatter from topography, whose slopes are often supercritical above the permanent thermocline. This work

is extended to an incident Garrett-Munk internal wave spectrum and estimates of boundary mixing are made

based on a Richardson number criterion [Maller and Liu, 2000b].

Internal wave scattering from finite topography in a finite depth ocean is tractable analytically in two

dimensions, but not in three dimensions. Given an incident wave field there is no way to estimate the wave

scattering or boundary mixing, which will take place at a three-dimensional topographic feature, without

a numerical model [MUlier and Briscoe, 2000]. This work addresses that problem. We extend the work

of MUUer and Liu [2000a] to wave scattering from realistic three-dimensional topographies with realistic

stratification.
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Chapter 2

Internal Tide Scattering at Seamounts,

Ridges, and Islands

Abstract

The scattering of mode-oneMo internal tides from idealized Gaussian topography in a non-rotating

ocean with constant and realistic stratifications is examined with a primitive equation numerical model. In

cident mode-one energy fluxes of 20 and 2000 W m-1 are used to examine the linear regime and a more

realistic situation.

Simulations using two-dimensional or infinite ridges compare well with ray tracing methods and

illustrate how the size and shape of the topography influence wave scattering. The height affects energy

transmission and reflection, while the slope and width determine the conversion of low-mode internal tides

into beams or higher modes.

Three-dimensional topographic scattering is considered for seamounts, finite-width ridges, and is

lands. Scattering from finite ridges focuses wave energy directly downstream, while scattering from seamounts

produces azimuthal energy dispersion. Scattering to higher wave modes occurs in the lee of near- and super

critical seamounts and ridges. Nonlinear interactions transfer energy into the mode-one M, internal tide.

The Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 submodel parameterizes turbulent mixing. For the near- and super

critical ridges with realistic stratification, elevated mixing is found over the leading edge of the topography

and along a tidal beam up to the first surface bounce. A transition from a beam structure near the topography

to a low-mode structure further away occurs due to an increased contribution from the mode-one internal tide

as it refracts around the topography and not due to turbulent dissipation. Internal tide scattering at topogra

phy leads to a loss of energy to mixing and to a redistribution of energy flux in space, frequency, aod mode

number.
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2.1 Introduction

The pathways ofenergy transfer from the basin-scale surface tidal motions to the smallesttorbulent

mixing scales are not understood well [MUller and BrIscoe, 2000]. An important intermediate step is the

scattering of the surface tide into internal tides at midocean topography, such as seamounts, submerged ridges,

and islands [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999; NIwa and Hlbiya, 2001], which is a sink for barotropic tidal

energy [Egbert and Ray, 2001]. Models show internal tides emanating from these generation regions with

both beam structure, where energy density is localized along internal tidal characteristics, and low-mode

structure [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999; CummIns et 01., 2001; Merrifield et 01., 2001]. (Long internal

waves can be decomposed into orthogonal normal modes or standing waves in the vertical [Gill, 1982].)

The high-mode components of the internal tide are believed to dissipate near the generation site and may

be important fot local mixing [LeBlond, 1966; Prinsenberg et 01., 1974], while the low-mode internal tides

propagate away from their source regions with decay scales on the order of 1000 km in observations [Dushaw

etal., 1995; Ray and MItchum, 1997; Ray and CartwrIght, 2001] and models [Cummins etal., 2001; Kantha

and Tierney, 1997; Merrifield et 01.,2001].

Observations from Mendocino Escarpment indicate a transition from tidal beams in the near-field to

low modes in the far-field, but whether dissipation accounts for this is still unclear [A. M. Althaus, E. Kunze,

and T. B. Sanford, Internal tide radiation from Mendocino Escarpment, submitted to Journal of Physical

Oceanography, 2002]. A beam is a superposition of many phase-locked modes, which produces a localization

ofenergy along an internal tide characteristic. Locally elevated mixing occurs above the flanks of Fieberling

Guyot [Toole et al., 1997] and along M2 internal tide rays emanating from the rim of Cobb Seamount,

which indicates internal tide reflection or generation [Lueck and Mudge, 1997]. Such mixing is locally

important, but its global significance depends on seamount height and distribution [Lueck and Mudge, 1997].

Although breaking internal tides produce elevated mixing along tidal beams within several kilometers of their

generation sites, most internal tide energy generated along continental shelves is believed to propagate into

the deep ocean [Uen and Gregg, 2001].

Low-mode waves account for the bulk of the internal tide energy flux in the deep ocean and may be

an energy source for the internal wave continuum. Therefore, how and where low-mode internal tidal energy

is transferred to smaller scales and dissipated affects both the overall tidal energy budget and open ocean

mixing [Garrett and St. Laurent, 2002; Munk and Wunsch, 1998]. The prevailing view is that tidal energy

is transferred to small enough scales for shear instabilities to occur through wave-wave interactions within

the internal wave continuum, encounters with mesoscale eddies and fronts, and scattering at topography

[Munk, 1981; MUller and Briscoe, 2000]. We focus on the question: how and where is the energy transferred

from the large-scale, propagating mode-one internal tide to smaller scales due to interactions with midocean

topography?

St. Laurent and Garrett [2002] considered internal wave scattering from small-amplitude topogra

phy. Based on the internal wave generation theory of Bell [l975a, bl, a second generation calculation using
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mode-one currents instead of barotropic currents gives an estimate of energy scattered from mode one to

higher modes. The scattering of a mode-one internal tide to higher modes occurs with an efficiency of about

10% at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Modes 1-10 are mostly unaffected by bottom reflections at the largely sub

critical topography, while modes higher than 10 dissipate locally. The ratio of the topographic slope (cr.) to the

slope of an internal wave characteristic (s) defines supercritical (cr./8 > I), critical (cr./8 =I), or subcritical

(cr./s < I) topographies.

The reflection and transmission of long internal waves at finite-height, two-dimensional (in the

vertical plane) topography, such as shelves and ridges, was examined by Miiller and Liu [2oooa). The two

key parameters affecting energy transmission are the height and the slope of the topography. For a given

modal distribution incident on finite, two-dimensional topography, the transmitted and reflected energy flux

modal distributions can be calculated based on a mapping function determined by ray tracing. The depth

integrated baroclinic energy flux is conserved in the absence of dissipation or generation. As the height of

supercritical topography increases, the total energy scattered and the energy scattered to higher mode numbers

both increase. At subcritical slopes most energy is transmitted, whereas for supercritical topography some

energy is transmitted and some is reflected, depending on the incident mode number and topographic height.

Scattering to higher modes is found especially for near- and supercritical slopes and for convex topography.

Reflection theory is inadequate for supercritical slopes and low-mode waves because the radius of

curvature of the topography is much smaller than the incident wavelength. This result is especially relevant

to the situation in the ocean, where low-mode internal tides may propagate large distances and scatter from

topography, whose slopes are often supercritical above the permanent thermocline. In addition, internal wave

scattering from finite topography in a finite depth ocean is tractable analytically in two, but not in three

dimensions. Here, we extend the work of Miiller and Liu [2oooa) to consider three-dimensional topographies

including supercritical slopes.

With the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) we examine how an incident mode-one, semidiumal inter

nal tide scatters from idealized, three-dimensional, finite-height Gaussian seamount, ridge, and island topog

raphy with sub-, near-, and supercritical slopes. The model set-up is described in Section 2. We first consider

model simulations in two dimensions for infinite-length ridges and provide simple ray tracing diagrams to

help interpret the results (Section 3). We extend this to three dimensions using ridges and seamounts with

constant stratification (Section 4.2) and ridges and an island with realistic stratification (Section 4.3). For the

constant stratification case, the imposed incident energy flux is weak and the scattering is linear, while with

realistic stratification a large energy flux typical of the Hawaiian Ridge is used leading to enhanced mixing

and nonlinear energy transfer to higher harmonics. We emphasize that the model is used primarily to exam

ine the scattering of the internal tide. The mixing results depend entirely on the turbulence closure scheme

and details of mixing are better provided by observations or models with finer resolution that explicitly re

solve small mixing scales. Our model runs provide a basis for uoderstanding three-dimensional, topographic

scattering of low-mode waves in space, wavenumber, and frequency.
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2.2 Method

2.2.1 Overview

Mode-one, semidiurnal (M2 ) internal tide forcing is applied at the western boundary (Figure 2.1,

left). The internal tide propagates eastward where it encounters either a seamount (a feature symmetric about

the vertical axis), a ridge (longer dimension is oriented normal to the flow), or an island (Figure 2.1, right).

Tbe topography is Gaussian in shape and its slope is predominantly either sub-, near-, or supercritical with

respect to the M2 characteristics. The model is run for 9 days and the last day is output and analyzed for tidal

harmonics. The run time is chosen so that a mode-one wave cannot reflect off the topography, reflect again

at the western boundary, and return to the topography. Constant and realistic (Figure 2.2) stratifications are

used in a 1000- and 4OOO-m deep ocean without rotation. A flat-bottom ocean is used except for the isolated

topographic feature about five mode-one wavelengths (about 250 km and 600 krn for constant and realistic

stratification) from the boundaries (Figure 2.1, right). Two-dimensional runs are also made for infinite ridge

topographies in constant stratification. The incident baroclinic energy fluxes are weak (20 W m-1 depth

integrated) for the constant stratification cases, while energy fluxes typical of the Hawaiian Ridge (2000 W

m- 1 depth-integrated) are used for the realistic stratification runs [Merrifield et aI., 2001; Ray and Cartwright,

2001]. The constant stratification runs involve small amplitudes and thus display linear dynamics, while the

energy fluxes for the realistic cases are large enough to lead to nonlinear behavior, seen mainly as higher

harmonics and in mixing. Horiwntal current amplitudes are 1 em S-1 and up to 6 em S-1 for constant and

realistic stratification (Figure 2.1, left).

In all cases, the Coriolis frequency is set to zero. During internal tide generation rotation leads to

some asymmetry in currents over the ridge, but the baroclinic energy fluxes are not affected [Holloway and

Merrifield, 1999]. With regard to energy fluxes the choice of topography and grid resolution are dominant. A

subsequent paper will examine internal tide scattering with rotation and realistic topography and stratification.

Here, we wish to illustrate the basic concepts of internal tide scattering.

2.2.2 The Princeton Ocean Model

Internal tide generation has been examined with the Princeton Ocean Model (POM) at idealized

seamount aod submerged ridge topography typical of Hawaii [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999] and along

the entire Hawaiian Ridge [Merrifield et aI., 2001]. POM is a nonlinear, hydrostatic, Boussinesq, free sur·

face, time dependent, three-dimensional, primitive equation numerical model, which separately calculates the

baroclinic and barotropic modes and merges them at each baroclinic time step [Blumberg and Mellor, 1987].

Time steps are calculated as 90% of the CFL limit. The primitive equations are solved on an Arakawa C-grid

by finite difference methods for the prognostic variables: the three current components (u, v, w), temperature

(T), salinity (S), twice the turbulence kinetic energy (q2), and turbulence macroscale (I). POM incorporates a

Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 turbulence closure submodel to parameterize turbulent mixing [Mellor and Yamada,
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19821, which supplies vertical mixing of momentum. Vertical mixing of heat and salt is set to zero because

there are no sources of heat or salt in the model and otherwise stratification near the boundary is eliminated

by the turbulence closure scheme. Since the model's horizontal resolution is sufficient, horizontal diffusion

and viscosity terms are set to zero.

To maintain vertical resolution over topography, topography-following or sigma coordinates are

used:
Z-7)

U = -- (2.2.1)
H +7)

where z is the vertical coordinate, 7) is the free surface displacement, and H is the water depth. Over steep

topography computational errors in the baroclinic pressure gradient create unrealistic currents, which can be

minimized by using suitable horizontal resolution, aligning the computational grid to approximately follow

topographic contours, smoothing the topography, and subtracting a reference density to reduce truncation

error [Mellor et al., 1998]. A common estimate of baroclinic pressure gradient errors in sigma.coordinate

models involves running the model with zero forcing and seeing what currents arise. In a zero forcing run

after 9 days with our steepest topography, a supercritical seamount, we find a maximum baroclinic current of

LS mm S-I and maximum baroclinic M2 tidal current amplitude of 0.06 mm S-I, which are negligible and

indicate the baroclinic pressure gradient errors are small.

2.2.3 Topography and Stratification

The idealized seamounts and ridges are Gaussian in shape:

(2.2.2)h(x,y) = H _ hoexp { _ [(X ~;o)' + (y ~~o)2]}

where (x, y) are the horizontal coordinates, h(x, y) is the depth of the topography, H is the bottom depth, ho

is the maximum height of the topography above the bottom, (xo,Yo) is the center of the topography, and (0,

b) define the width of the topography (Table 3.1). For 0 = b the topographic feature is a seamount (Figure

2.lb) and for b > 0 the feature is a ridge with the long axis in the y direction (Figure 2.ld). The topographic

slopes can be made sub-. near-, and supercritical (Figure 2.3) with respect to an M2 tidal characteristic, whose

slope is:

(2.2.3)s(z) =±
w2 - J2

N(z)2 - w2

where w=1.405 X 10-4 rad S-I is the M 2 tidal frequency, the Coriolis frequency f =0 for these simulations,

and the buoyancy frequency is either constant or variable with depth

N(z) = V-g8.po(z)/po(z) (2.2.4)

where 9 is the gravitational acceleration and Po(z) is the unperturbed density. For some runs in a 1000 m

deep ocean, stratification is held constant with depth at N = 3 X 10-3 rad S-l. a typical oceanic value at 1000

m depth. For other runs in a 4000 m deep ocean, an annual mean of T and S from the Hawaii Ocean Time
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Series smoothed over 40 m is used (Figure 2.2). Thus wave characteristics are straight lines in the simulations

with constant stratification, while those in the depth-varying cases are curved lines.

2.2.4 Boundary Conditions

POM uses mode splitting and so the barotropic and baroclinic boundary conditions are supplied

separately. M. tidal forcing is applied at the western boundary by specifying a baroclinic mode-one vertical

structure for the normal velocity (u, Figure 2.1, left), w, T, and S. The baroclinic currents u and w are

specified according to Equations A.5 and A.6 at the M. frequency, while in the absence of rotation v can be

set to zero. The vertical structure is determined either analytically for constant stratification (Equations A.7

and A.8) or numerically for realistic stratification. From vertical advection, tidal forcing of T and S is also

specified on the western boundary:

O,(T,S) = -wO,(T, S) (2.2.5)

where t is time. The tidal forcing is ramped up linearly over a period of one day. On the north, south,

and east boundaries the normal baroclinic currents experience a sponge layer, which gradually reduces their

amplitudes to zero over 20 grid cells and thus damps outgoing baroclinic waves. w is set to zero at the

north, south, and east boundaries. Baroclinic currents tangential to the model domain's boundaries have a

zero gradient condition and are not affected directly by the sponge layer. Barotropic currents are unaffected

by the sponge layer. To further reduce baroclinic motions in the sponge layer, T and S are nudged towards

their initial values on a time scale ranging from about 500 hours at points 20 grid cells from the boundary to

45 minutes right at the boundary [Cummins et aL, 2001). This relaxation is achieved by intruducing a term

(A(T, S)) in the horizontal advection routine, which leads to an exponential decay in time with time constant

A:
8,(T,S) = -uO.(T,S) - A(T,S) (2.2.6)

Lastly, the turbulence quantities q and I are specified by horizontal advection, which on the east or west

boundary is:

O,(q',l) = -uO.(Q',I) (2.2.7)

The incident. eastward, mode-one energy fluxes are small (20 W m-1 depth-integrated) for the constant strat·

ification cases with equal maxima near the surface and bottom (Equation A.B). For the realistic stratification

model runs a sharp and strong current maximum is found near the surface, where stratification is greatest.

Depth-integrated baroclinic energy fluxes of 2000 W m-1 are specified for the realistic stratification model

runs with much of the energy flux concentrated in the top 1000 m of the water column (Equation A.12).

On all four boundaries the surface elevation and the barotropic current tangential to the boundary

are specified to have a zero gradient normal to the boundary. Barotropic currents normal to all four boundaries

are specified by a radiation condition, which permits surface gravity waves to propagate out of the model

domain:

(2.2.8)
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where the first positive (negative) sign applies to the north and east (south and west) boundaries. IIm.d,'

and lib. are the surface elevations determined by the model at the boundary and specified in the boundary

conditions. Since the surface elevation due to the mode-one internal tide cannot be calculated easily, we set

lib< = O. In reality though, there is a surface expression (IIm.d,,) due to baroclinic motions on the order of

several centimeters. Consequently the model prnduces a small surface disturbance at the western boundary

with a barotropic current amplitude on the order of 0.1 mm S-1, which moves eastward at barotropic phase

speeds through the model domain. This misfit of the surface elevation is negligible.

The model is configured for two-dimensional runs by specifying a model domain of 10 grid cells

in the north-south direction. Cyclic boundary conditions are applied at the north and south boundaries.

2.2.5 Horizontal and Vertical Grid Spacing

In this application, horizontal grid spacing is reduced in shallow water to resolve the decreasing

wavelength ofa shoaling internal wave. Modes 1-5 are resolved well (6 grid cells per mode 5 wavelength) in

the horizontal with a grid spacing of 1300 m in the 1000 m flat-bottom ocean decreasing to 450 m at the crest

of the topography at 400 m depth for the constant stratification case. For the realistic stratification model

runs in 4000 m water depth the horizontal resolution is 4500 m decreasing to 1800 m at the topographic

crest at 500 m water depth. In a similar model study of internal tide generation, horizontal resolution of

at least 2000 m is preferred, but 4000 m is adequate for regional studies [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999J.

To minimize wave reflection in the sponge layer, grid spacing increases gradually from 4500 m to 30 Ian.

Modes up to abuut mode 15 are resolved in a Nyquist sense, but we truncate all modal decompositions at

mode 5. Energy in unresolved modes (> 15 over flat-bottom ocean, but lower over sloping topography) is

dissipated numerically by the Mellor-Yamada submodel. Due to the larger size of the subcritical ridges the

model resolves well up to and including mode 3 for those runs.

Vertical resolution increases as the topography shoals due to the sigma coordinate system. For

example, in the constant stratification runs 31 sigma levels resolve up to mode 6 (approximately 8 levels per

vertical wavelength). In variable stratification runs, 71 sigma levels are used including logarithmic spacing

of 7 cells at the top and 5 at the bottom. Adequate vertical resolution is verified by the small covariances of

the lowest 5 numerically-evaluated modes; with fewer sigma levels, the vertical grid spacing increases, and

the modes become correlated due to inadequate vertical resolution.

2.3 Results: Scattering at Infinite Ridges with Constant Stratification

Here we compare two-dimensional model results to ray tracing (Figure 2.4). In the model a mode

one internal tide propagating eastward is incident on a 600-m tall infinite ridge whose slope is either sub-,

near-, or supercritical (Figure 2.4, bottom). Ray tracing is used to follow a pair of upward and downward

propagating rays (Figure 2.4, top). On the western boundary the initial vertical structure is a standing wave

or vertical mode, which is a superposition of an upward and downward ray. A modal description is not
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strictly valid over sloping topography, as shown by the disruption of the phasing between the upward and

downward rays over the topography. In general the ray predictions compare well with the two-dimensional

model results. Ray tracing provides an intuitive picture of the scattering that occurs when an internal tide

encounters an infinite ridge, or a ridge whose transverse length is large compared to the wavelength.

In the subcritical case (Figure 2.4a) the incident upward and downward rays both pass over the

infinite ridge and propagate away with their modal structure largely unaltered far from the topography. There

is a slight discrepancy in phase, since the rays no longer intersect at exactly middepth. This imbalance leads

to vertical and horizontal energy fluxes to the east of the subcritical infinite ridge that cannot be accounted

for by a single vertical mode or standing wave. In some regions energy density is enhanced (Figure 2.4d), but

the mode-one character is dominant still. However, higher modes are required over the sloping topography to

give a mode-one-like structure with horizontal current maxima near the surface and bottom. We emphasize

that these modes are for a flat-bottom ocean and not strictly applicable over sloping topography. For example,

additional flat-bOltom modes are needed to maintain a mode-one-like structure over the sloping topography

(i.e. opposite currents near the surface and bottom).

At the near-critical infinite ridge the distortion in phasing between the upward and downward rays

is even greater (Figure 2.4b) and internal tidal beams emanate from the leading edge of the topography and

propagate away to the east (Figure 2.4e). The scattering of the incident mode-one wave into higher modes

accounts for the beam structure. The beam sharpness increases as higher modes contribute to the vertical

structure. The ray-tracing figure illustrates that the beam can be thought of as two rays, whose paths are

brought into alignment by the topography.

At the supercritical infinite ridge, energy is transmitted over the subcritical crest and reflected from

the supercritical flanks of the ridge leading to the creation of two beams (Figure 2.4c). 'IWo-dimensional

modeling results verify one beam is propagating eastward and another westward (Figure 2.4f).

To illustrate the importance of height and width, additional runs were performed with 4Q().. and SOO

m tall sub-, near-, and supercritical infinite ridges with the same maximum slopes as in the runs with 600-m

topography. Subcritical topography which is narrow with respect to the internal tide wavelength can produce

internal tide beams. Ray tracing illustrates this behavior. For 600- and SOO-m tall subcritical topography

with a maximum slope of 01/8 = 0.5, a mode-one internal tide is transmitted. However, if the height of

the topography is reduced to 400 m and the maximum slope is maintained at 01/8 = 0.5, the width of the

topography becomes narrow with respect to the mode-one wavelength (Figure 2.5a) and a beam is produced

(Figure 2.5c). This narrow, subcritical infinite ridge interacts appreciably with only one ray leading to a

permanent disruption of the phase between upward- and downWard-propagating rays (Figure 2.5a), which

leads to a beam structure in the lee of the topography (Figure 2.5c).

Near-critical topography which is wide with respect to the internal tide wavelength has a less

energetic and broader beam structure (Figure 2.5d compared to Figure 2.4e). At the SOO-m ridge numerous

bottom reflections occur increasing the spacing between rays (Figure 2.5b) compared to those at the narrower,
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6OO-m near-critical ridge (Figure 2.4b). Dissipation over the wider summit also removes energy from the

transmitted wave.

We did not make a direct comparison with the method of Maller and Uu [2000a] because of four

limitations of the two-dimensional model: I) Flow is constrained to pass over the topography leading to

unrealistic dissipation in the bottom boundary. whereas in three-dimensional simulations most of the tlow is

along isobaths. 2) While the model is supposedly two-dimenisonal. there are actually 10 grid cells in the

north-south direction. Therefore. bottom mixing can create north-south baroclinic pressure gradients and

tlow in the north-south direction. 3) The stratification is constant and currents near the surface and bottom

are equal. whereas in reality bottom tlows will be weaker due to weaker stratification. 4) The model resolves

up to mode 5 well and higher modes are resolved in a Nyquist sense. but the resolution of Maller and Uu

[2000aJ far exceeds our computional resources.

The retlected and transmitted energy tlux and the vertical wave structure depend on the height,

slope. and width of the topography (Table 2.2). The intluence of topographic slope and width on scattering

to higher modes is described above. while here we concentrate on the effect of height on transmitted and

reflected energy fluxes in total, mode I. and modes 2-5. The energy tluxes are calculated by performing a line

integral around the topography from x = 200-300 km and over the central 3 grid cells or 3.9 km in the north

south direction. This choice of integration limits emphasizes behavior within one mode-one wavelength of

the infinite ridge summit. The incident tlux of 19.6 W m-1 is obtained from a tlat-bottom model run at x

= 200 km and is somewhat less than tbe flux of 20 W m- 1 at the western boundary. The reflected flux is

calculated from the difference between the flat-bottom incident flux and the flux observed in the model run

with topography.

At the 600- and 800-m subcritical infinite ridges most of the energy is transmitted in mode one and

little is reflected. Transmitted energy tlux decreases. as the ridge height increases. With increasing height. the

near-critical infinite ridges transmit less total energy with most efficient conversion to modes 2-5 occurring

at the 600-m tall feature. At the supercritical infinite ridge the retlected energy flux is dominant with most

of the energy in mode one. Increasing the supercritical infinite ridge height from 400 to 800 m reduces the

transmitted energy tlux and increases the total and mode-one reflected energy tlux.

Dissipation over the infinite ridges accounts for 7-36% of the incident energy. Since the flow is con

strained to pass over the topography. dissipation is higher over the infinite ridges than the three-dimensional

ridges in constant stratification, where 0-10% of the incident energy is dissipated (Table 2.3. Section 4.2).

In any case the goal of this section is not to assess the performance of the Mellor-Yamada submodel in un

realistic scenarios, but rather to compare ray tracing results to model descriptions of the behavior of modes

1-5.

As found by Maller and Uu [2000al. the height of the topography above the seafloor has a signif

icant effect on energy transmission and reflection. while the slope determines the conversion of low-mode

internal tides into higher modes in the lee of the topography. We add. that the width affects the phasing of the
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rays and thus is important for detennining scattering to higher modes. Also in the model results, we see many

phase-locked modes produce an internal tide beam. a result which is not evident in Muller and Uu [2oooa].

2.4 Results: Scattering at Three-Dimensional Seamounts, Ridges, and

Islands with Constant and Realistic Stratification

2.4.1 Overview

We consider the scattering of a mode-one internal tide at idealized, three-dimensional Gaussian

topography with both constant and realistic stratification. To highlight the effects of three-dimensional to

pography typical of the deep ocean, these results are compared with those from the two-dimensional infinite

ridges. In the first set of model runs with constant stratification, an internal tide scatters from a 600-m tall

seamount or ridge with either sub-, near-, or supercritical slope. All six combinations are examined in a 1000

m deep ocean with a small incident energy flux of 20 W m- 1• Secondly. internal tides with depth-integrated

energy fluxes of2000 W m -1 • typical of the Hawaiian Ridge, scatter from ridges reaching 500 m water depth

in a 40<J0-m deep ocean with realistic stratification. One example of island topography is considered also.

The redistribotion of energy flux to higher modes and dissipation at three-dimensional topogra

phies are described below. The model is known to describe the large-scale features of the internal tide well

[Merrifield et at.. 20011, but the details of the dissipation depend entirely on the Mellor-Yamada subgridscale

parameterization. Scattering at three-dimensional topography focuses and defocuses energy on the lee side

creating regions of enhanced and reduced energy flux. Significant dissipation takes place along internal tide

beams over near- and supercritical topography. while background levels are seen away from the topography

even in beams. Nonlinear interactions also transfer energy into the M. internal tide.

2.4.2 Constant Stratification

Here, we examine the constant stratification runs with a small incident energy flux at three-dimensional

ridges (i.e. the ridges extend a finite distance in the north-south direction) and seamounts, which are symmet

ric about the vertical axis. Three-dimensional or finite ridges are the first step away from two dimensionality,

while axisymmetric seamounts represent the extreme of three dimensionality.

First. the mode-one internal tide scattering is illustrated for sub- (Figures 2.6a, d, g). near· (Figures

2.6b. e. h). and supercritical (Figures 2.60. f. i) ridges with maximum slopes along the centerline (Figure

2.2). Horizontal refraction leads to a pattern of alternating bands of low and high energy density in the

lee of the ridges with the highest energy densities directly downstream (Figures 2.6a-c). The directional

dependence of the energy density patterns decreases from sub- to near-to supercritical slopes (Figures 2.6a

c). Similarly. the depth-integrated baroclinic energy flux is focussed increasingly by the sub-. near-. and

supercritical ridges (Figures 2.6g-i). As the internal tide shoals over the ridges. group speed decreases and

energy density increases (Figures 2.6a-c) to conserve energy flux. To maintain a mode-one-like structure over
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sloping topography, bigber modes are required. Vertical sbear is enhanced over the topograpby due to the

bigber modes and the elevated energy densities, wbicb impacts mixing.

To quantify the scallering, a vertical mode decomposition is performed and discussed below. A

qualitative assessment of the bigb-mode content can be made from the sbarpness of the beams: as more

modes contribute, the beam becomes more localized in the vertical. Several modes interfere constructively

and destructively to produce beams of energy at the near- and supercritical ridges (Figures 2.00, t). Further

downstream the beams broaden and there is a transition to a mode-one structure (Figures 2.6e, t). In the lee

of the subcritical ridge tbe mode-one energy is enhanced (Figure 2.6d).

It was not known beforeband how the mode-one internal tide would interact with an isolated topo

grapbic feature, such as a seamount. Flow may be directed around rather than over the feature and thus inbibit

scattering compared to a ridge, as demonstrated for barotropiC to baroclinic tidal scattering [Holloway and

Merrifield, 1999]. However, we do find strong scattering from mode one to higher modes at axisymmetric

seamounts, suggesting that cross-isobath flow does occur.

We now compare internal tide scattering from ridges (Figure 2.6) and seamounts (Figure 2.7).

Refraction creates regions of alternating bigb and low energy density with the bigbest energy density directly

in the lee of the sub-, near-, and supercritieal seamounts (Figure 2.7a-e) with more angular spreading than

at the ridges (Figure 2.6a-c). LillIe distortion of the mode-one structure is seen after interaction with either

the suberitieal ridge (Figure 2.6d) or seamount (Figure 2.7d). For the near- and supercritical seamounts and

ridges, the energy focused over the topograpby and in the lee is composed of higher modes (Figures 2.OO-f

and 2.7e-t). Tbe supercritical ridge (Figure 2.00) and seamount (Figure 2.7c) both reflect the mode-one wave

westward, enbancing the energy density and reducing tbe incident, eastward energy flux. A more energetic

beam is transmitted than reflected (Figures 2.6f and 2.7t) unlike the situation at the supercritical infinite ridge

(Figure 2.4t). Since energy density maxima appear off the centerline of the topograpby, flow is directed

around the supercritical features.

Looking at vertical slices througb the centerline of the topography, the scattering is qualitatively

similar to that of a two-dimensional ridge with similar slope (compare Figure 2.4, bottom row, witb Figures

2.6 and 2.7, middle rows), which is consistent with the behavior expected from ray tracing (Figure 2.4, top

row). Unlike infinite ridges, finite ridges and seamounts focus and defocus wave energy in the horizontal.

The integrated energy fluxes in a portion of the domain (Figures 2.6g-i and 2.7g-i) are calculated

similarly to those in Table 2.2. By choosing integration limits within a mode-one wavelength (about 50 kID)

of the topography, we cbaracterize the scattering to higber modes attbe topograpby. At the subcritical ridge

and seamount, most of the energy is transmitted and none is scallered to higher modes (Table 2.3). The

totals do not add to 100% because some energy is dissipated. At the near-critical ridge (seamount), most of

the energy is transmitted with 30% (10%) in modes 2-5. At the supercritical ridge (seamount), most of the

energy is transmitted with 14% (5%) in modes 2-5. Less energy is found in the higher modes at the seamounts

due to their smaller sizes.
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In general, scattering from finite ridges yields a directional distribution of energy density and flux

in the lee of the feature (Figure 2.6), while scattering from seamounts produces an even stronger directional

dependence (Figure 2.7). Shoaling of the internal tides leads to a decrease in the group speed over topog

raphy, which increases the energy density locally. Higher modes or beams are found over and directly in

the lee of near- and supercritical ridges (Figures 2.00, fl and seamounts (Figures 2.7e, fl, whereas for sub

critical topography higher modes are confined to the region above the sloping topography (Figures 2.6b and

2.7b). Increased vertical shears are found in regions with higher modes and energy densities, which suggests

locations to look for elevated levels of mixing in the ocean.

2.4.3 Realistic Stratification

With realistic stratification and baroclinic energy fluxes, we examine the energy transfer from the

incident mode-one waves to higher modes, to other frequencies via nonlinear interactions, and mixing. Again

we note the model describes modes 1-5 well, while the details of the mixing depend entirely on the Mellor

Yamada parameterization. In this set ofmodel runs, a mode-one internal tide with an incident depth-integrated

baroclinic energy flux of 2000 W m-1 scatters from sub- (Figure 2.8, left column), near- (Figure 2.8, middle

column), and supercritical (Figure 2.8, right column) Gaussian ridges reaching 500-m water depth in a 4000

m deep ocean and an island (Figure 2.9). Sub-, near-, and supercritical topographies reach their maximum

slope at 750 m with alB equal to 0.5, 0.9, and 1.3 (Figure 2.3b). The supercritical and island topographies

are supercritical above 1500 m.

The horizontal patterns of scattering for finite ridges in realistic stratification (Figure 2.8, top and

bottom rows) are similar to those in constant stratification (Figure 2.6, top and bottom rows), while in the

vertical the ray paths are now curved due to the variable stratification (Figures 2.6 and 2.8, middle row).

This similarity in the horizontal patterns despite the different magnitudes of the incident energy fluxes and

the different stratification suggests nonlinear effects are not dominant. However, with higher energy fluxes,

vertical shear of horizontal currents increases and thus mixing is more likely to take place.

For completeness, mode-one internal tide scattering from an island is examined (Figure 2.9). The

island slopes are subcritical below and supercritical above 1500 m, where higher energy densities are seen on

the leading edge (Figure 2.9b). Refraction and reflection of energy flux (Figure 2.9c) lead to a small region

of higher energy density on the leading edge and alternating bands of reduced and increased energy density

around the island (Figure 2.9a). Tbe island acts much like a seamount (compare Figures 2.7 and 2.9), but due

to blocking less total energy is seen directly downstream of the island and high-mode internal tides are not

evident.

In the Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 turbulence closure submodel, vertical viscosity, K m , is calculated

and used to determine the shear production of turbulent kinetic energy from hourly output:

(2.4.1)
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where a." and a.v are the vertical shears of the horizontal currents. The single eddy diffusivity for both heat

and salt (Kh) shows qualitatively similar behavior to K m . Kh is calculated in the submodel, but not applied

in the model runs (Section 2.2.2). The results quoted below obviously depend on the details of the dissipation

parameterization, incident energy flux, and topography. Nevertheless, we present these results to give an

indication of how and where internal tide scattering may contribute to mixing, which will be determined

ultimately by in situ measurements.

In the deep ocean away from the topography K m and p. are negligible (Figures 2. lOa, b). (The

spatial patterns of significant p. near the topography are similar to those of K m and are not shown.) Mixing

and shear production occur for the island and subcritical ridge only a few meters above the seafloor and

therefore are not plotted.

Within about 20-30 km of the near- and supercritical ridges' summits, the time-median and depth

mean of Km exceeds 10-3 m2 S-1 (Figures 2.1Oc, d). The time-median and depth-integrated p. exceeds

10-3 W m-2 for the near-critical ridge and 10-2 W m-2 for the supercritical ridge. At the near-critical

ridge energy is focused into a tidal beam, along which mixing and shear production are high throughout the

water column up to the first surface bounce (Figure 2.108). At the supercritical ridge the maximum mixing is

found along the supercritical portions of the slope above 1500 m and at the first surface bounce, but not in the

intervening water column (Figure 2. lOb). There are a few turbulent patches in mid-waters, that are difficult

to trace back to a specific topographic feature.

With increasing distance downstream from the near-critical ridge, the energy density within the

beam decreases, the beam broadens, and a transition to a low-mode structure occurs (Figures 2.8e). We do

not attribute this to the preferential dissipation of high modes. In fact, up to x ; 800 km the depth-integrated

baroclinic energy flux in the lee of the topography and within the beam increases due to topographic focusing

or refraction. As the energy flux increases, the energy density decreases (Figures 2.8b, e), which indicates the

energy in low modes is increasing. (A modal decomposition verifies this result, but is not shown.) Dissipation

reduces the energy density and loss of higher modes degrades the sharpness of the beam only up to the first

surface bounce (compare Figures 2.8e, f and 2.lOa, b). Subsequent surface and bottom reflections of the

beam are not associated with enhanced dissipation. For x > 800 km, the depth-integrated energy flux remains

roughly constant (Figure 2.8h).

A possible cause for the apparent energy decay is that for 9-day model runs, modes 3 and 4 may

not have propagated entirely through the domain due to their reduced group speeds over topography. It may

be the slower, higher modes (the group speed is approximately proportional to lin) lead to the loss of high

mode content and a broadened beam. However, extending the model run to 15 days produces results almost

identical to Figure 2.8, middle column, which rules out the argument for modal dispersion.

The degradation of the beam is due to geometric effects and the focusing of the mode-one internal

tide by the topography. So the issue is not what is happening to the high modes, but rather the relative

importance of the low-mode energy flux. The refraction of mode-one wave crests and orthogonals at the
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near-critical ridge is shown in Figure 2.11 following Horikawa [1988]:

o,(k, l) = -OHW\'H = -oH[c(k,1)J . \'H (2.4.2)

where (k, /) are the wavenumbers in the (x, y) directions. Scattering of the incident mode-one wave to higher

modes occurs within the 1500 m isobath. In Figure 11 at x = 800 km along the centerline of the topography,

wave orthogonals from outside this scattering region converge on the centerline leading to an elevated energy

dux (Figure 2.8h) with a dominant low-mode structure (Figure 2.8e). Energy density decreases in the beam

Iurther along the centerline as more of the energy dux is carried in mode one (Figure 2.8b, e). Thus the

transition from a beam to Jaw-mode structure occurs due to the refraction ofmode oneand without dissipation

of high-mode energy. From the modal decomposition (not shown), there is also some defocusing of modes

2-5 in the lee of the topography, which also contributes to the degradation of the beam.

Nonlinear interactions can remove energy from the M2 internal tide. A significant transfer is found

from the M2 to the M< (WM. = 2WM.) internal tide over the dat-bottom ocean to the west of the topography

and at the topography itself (Figure 2.12). The depth-integrated M( baroclinic energy dux grows from zero

at the western boundary to about 90 W m- I at x = 500 km (Figures 2.12g-i) accounting for 4% of the initial

energy dux at the western boundary (2080 W m-I). The subcritical ridge is the most effective at focusing

the M< energy dux in the lee of the topography with peak energy duxes reaching 400 W m-1 (Figure 2.12g).

Weaker M< energy duxes are found at the near- and supercritical ridges (Figures 2.12h, i). The M( energy

density exhibits alternating patterns of highs and lows with maxima directly downstream of the topography

(Figures 2.l2a-c), but with a stronger directional dependence than M 2 (Figures 2.8a-c). A vertical mode

decomposition indicates the M( energy density is mostly in mode one, which is confirmed visually by the

vertical structure (Figures 2.8d-t). About 1% of the incident mode-one M2 depth-integrated energy dux is

found in the M. frequency (WM. = 3WM.) and none is found at half the M2 frequency, indicating parametric

subharmonic instability is not important in these runs.

Comparisons of the integrated energy fluxes passing through the eastern, northern, and southern

boundaries in total, mode one, and modes 2-5 are made (Thble 2.4), which are calculated by integrating

the normal energy fluxes. A volume integral gives an estimate of turbulent dissipation. Integrated energy

fluxes are expressed as a percentage of the incident energy flux on the western boundary, which may be an

underestimate of the true incident energy flux due to westward energy flux reflected from the ridges. By

choosing integration limits within a mode-one wavelength (about 150 km, Figure 2.8g-i) of the topography,

we characterize the scattering to higher modes at the topography. All mixing events are not captured in hourly

output. but the range between the median and mean values of p. in time give some idea of this variability.

Roughly 90% of the incident energy flux is transmitted past the ridges. Almost all of the energy flux

is in mode one at the subcritical ridge, while at the near- and supercritical ridges about 78% is transmitted

in mode one and about 10% in modes 2-5. There is not much difference between near- and supercritical

integrated fluxes because there is only a small area of the ridge flank, that is actually supercritical. AlthOUgh

the island is supercritical above 1500 m,little energy flux is transferred to higher modes because flow is forced

around the island; over 10% is reflected northward and southward. At all the ridges, 3% of the incident energy
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flux is transferred from the M2 to the M4 internal tide. The remaining energy is dissipated via the turbulence

closure scheme at the near- and supercritical ridges.

We now compare model dissipation with a global mean and a value typical of the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge. Assuming all of the M2 mode-one internal tide energy (EM,) [Kanlha and TIerney, 1997] is deposited

in the deep ocean, the global mean dissipation is [Kantha and Clayson, 2000]:

f "" EM,/A lOOO

"" (0.36 TW)/(3.05 x 1014 m2
)

"" 1.2 mW m-2

where A IOOO is the area of ocean with depth greater than 1000 m. Also at the largely subcritical topography

of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, less than 10% of the energy in modes 1-10 is dissipated, which corresponds to an

energy flux of less than 0.4 mW m-2 [St. Laurent and Garrett, 2002]. In our study, within 2Q..30 Ian of the

summits of the near- and supercritical ridges, depth-integrated p. exceeds I and 10 mW m-2 according to

the Mellor-Yamada parameterization. p. is up to an order of magnitude greater than f in places on both the

near- and supercritical ridges. The area of elevated dissipation and the overall dissipation is smaller for the

near-critical (Figure 2.IOc) than the supercritical ridge (Figure 2.IOd), which has greater slopes over a larger

area. Whether the mixing and dissipation seen in this study are significant globally depends on the spatial

distribution and magnitude ofbaroclinic energy fluxes; the distribution of seamounts, ridges, and islands; and

the slope and shape of the topography.

2.5 Summary and Future Work

The scattering of mode-one internal tides from idealized Gaussian topography is examined with

constant and realistic stratification, but without rotation, and in two and three dimensions using the Princeton

Ocean Model. With constant stratification the incident flux is 20 W m -1 and the dynamics are linear, while in

the realistic stratification runs the energy flux is typical of the Hawaiian Ridge at 2000 W m-1, which leads

to the generation of higher harmonics and enhanced mixing. Specific results will depend on the choice of

energy flux and topography. Our purpose is not to explore these parameter spaces, but to describe scattering

processes leading to dissipation of the mode-one internal tide.

Simulations using two-dimensional or infinite ridges compare well with ray tracing methods aod

illustrate how the height, slope, and width of the topography influence wave scattering. The height of the

topography affects energy transmission and reflection, while the slope and width determine the conversion

of low-mode internal tides into beams or higher modes in the lee of the topography. Near- and supercritical

topography scatter the large-scale mode-one internal tide to higher modes and thus smaller scales. Subcritical

topographies also cause scattering into higher modes when its width is smaller than the incident wavelength.

The importance of three-dimensionality for mode-one internal tide scattering from idealized Gaus

sian finite-width ridge and seamount topographies with sub-, near-, and supercritical slopes is assessed. In
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general, scattering from linite ridges yields a spatial distribution of energy density and Jlux with maxima

directly downstream, while scattering from seamounts produces a broader spatial pattern with alternating

bands of high and low energy density. Higher modes or beams are found over and directly in the lee of near

and supercritical seamounts and ridges, whereas for suberitical topography higher modes are confined to the

region above the sloping topography.

In the constant stratification runs a low incident energy Jlux of 20 W m- I is used, whereas in the

realistic stratification runs a large energy flux of 2000 W m-I typical of the Hawaiian Ridge is applied. The

similar horizontal patterns of scattering for the weak and strong energy flux runs indicate nonlinear effects

are not dominant, but they are important still. The Mellor-Yamada level-2.5 turbulence closure submodel

parameterizes turbulent mixing. For the near- and supercritical ridges with realistic stratification, the depth

integrated energy flux dissipated by the turbulence submodel exceeds I mW m-2 , which corresponds to a

depth-averaged eddy viscosity of 10-3 m2 S-I, over the leading edge of the topography and along a tidal

beam up to the first surface bounce. Negligible mixing and dissipation are found for the island and suberitical

ridge. At the island little scattering to higher modes is seen because flow must largely follow isobaths.

At near- and supercritical ridges about 10% or 200 W m- I of the incident energy Jlux is scattered

into propagating higher modes and an additional 1-15% or 20-300 W m- I is dissipated mostly within 20

30 kIn of the summit. At all topographies examined about 3% or 60 W m- I of the incident energy Jlux is

transferred via nonlinear interactions into the mode-one M.i internal tide. The M.i internal tide is scattered

also at topography prodUcing alternating regions of high and low energy Jlux with a maximum energy Jlux of

400 W m- I found directly downstream of the suberitical ridge. Additionally about 4% or 90 W m-1 of the

initial energy flux of 2080 W m-I at the western boundary is lost to the M. internal tide over the 500 kIn of

flat-bottom ocean, before encountering the topography.

When scattering to higher modes occurs, a transition from beam structure near the topography to

a low-mode structure further away is apparent. This transition is not the result of high-mode dissipation in

the model. Scattering to higher modes occurs directly over the topography and the high modes remain phase

locked, as a beam, for some distance downstream from the topography. The transition from beams to low

modes is caused by the refraction of the mode-one internal tide into the region directly downstream from the

topography, which restores the dominant low-mode structure.

In short, we have described a redistribution of the mode-one M2 internal tide in space, frequency,

and wavenumber. Also some issues concerning mixing and high-mode dissipation have been addressed.

From these results we believe a dense field of seamounts can remove a significant fraction of energy from

the mode-one internal tide. Future work will apply this method to such realistic topographies. Of particular

interest are the large low-mode energy fluxes emanating from the Hawaiian Ridge impinging on a field of

seamounts and ridges southeast of Johnston Island, whose effect on the propagating mode-one internal tide

may be detectable using combined Topex-PoseidonlERS high-resolution altimetry [Ray, 2002]. Decay scales

of the mode-one internal tide are highly variable there [Ray and Mitchum, 1997; Ray and Cartwright, 200I),
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which suggest either local internal tide generation or scattering of the mode-one internal tide emanating from

the Hawaiian Ridge.
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2.6 Tables and Figures

N Constant Realistic
Slope Sub Near Super Sub Near Super
a (km) 20 12 8 85 51 35
b(km) 60 48 32 225 153 105

at••t (s) 1.8 5.8 3.6 3.6
atint (s) 180 278.4 172 172

aXma• (m) 1300 4500
aXmin (m) 450 1800

H(m) 1000 4000
ho (m) 600 3500
a levels 31 71

'10 om 139.8

Table 2.1: Parameters used in model runs with constant and realistic stratification. N is the buoy
ancy frequency; Slope specifies either sub-. near-. or super-critical topographic slopes; axma.laxm'n
is the maximum/minimum grid spacing outside the sponge layer; ate.tl!:;.t.nt are the time steps for the
barotropiclbaroclinic modes; and other symbols are noted in the text. Seamount topographies use width scale
a. Note "10 is a dimensionless amplitude (Equation A.II).
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Slope Height(m) Total Mode I Modes 2-5
R T R T R T

Sub 400 -I 88 -I 56 0 33
Sub 600 I 83 3 83 0 I
Sub 800 I 40 4 40 -I 0
Near 400 3 69 3 35 0 35
Near 600 3 54 4 14 0 40
Near 800 3 36 3 27 0 10
Super 400 35 45 22 21 10 23
Super 600 53 15 40 3 14 13
Super 800 69 2 51 0 19 2

Table 2.2: For the two-dimensional infinite ridge runs, the distribution of the integrated M. baroclinic energy
flux in the east-west direction among reflected (R) and transmitted (T) flux in total, mode 1, and modes
2-5 is expressed as a percentage of incident flux. Slope specifies sub-, near-, and supercriticallopography.
Topographies have summits at 400, 600, and 800 m above the seafloor. The sum of reflected and transmitted
total energy fluxes does not add up to 100% because of model limitations (see text). Up to 36% of the incident
energy may be dissipated and also up to 39% is directed northward and southward. R is calculated from the
difference between incident energy fluxes in a run with a flat-bottom ocean and the runs with topography; if
there is little reflection, then this difference is between two nearly-equal fluxes and may not be accurate.

Topography Slope Total Mode I Modes 2-5
R T NS R T NS R T NS

Ridge Sub 3 95 3 3 94 3 0 0 0
Ridge Near 0 93 4 0 63 4 0 30 0
Ridge Super 10 80 I 7 67 I 2 14 0

Seamount Sub 0 85 10 0 85 10 0 0 0
Seamount Near 0 80 10 0 70 10 0 10 0
Seamount Super 5 85 9 5 80 6 I 5 3

Table 2.3: For the three-dimensional ridge and seamount runs with constant stratification in a lOOO-m deep
ocean, the distribution of the integrated M2 baroclinic energy flux in the east-west direction among reflected
(R) and transmitted (T) flux in lotal, mode I, and modes 2-5 is expressed as a percentage of the incident
flux. Flux in the north-south direction through both north and south boundaries is combined (NS). Details
of the area of integration are provided in the text. Slope specifies sub-, near-, and supercritical topography.
Topographies have summits at 600 m above the seafloor. The reflected and transmitted total energy fluxes do
not add up to 100% because some energy is dissipated by the Mellor-Yamada submodel.
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Topography Slope Total Model Modes 2-5 p. M.
T NS T NS T NS

Ridge Sub 91 J 88 I 3 0 010 3
Ridge Near 93 -I 78 -I 13 0 112 3
Ridge Super 89 I 77 I 10 0 8115 3
Island Mixed 81 13 78 11 3 I 010 3

Table 2.4: For the three-dimensional ridge and island runs with realistic stratification in a 4000-m deep ocean,
the integrated M2 baroclinic energy fluxes in the east-west direction transmitted (T) through the eastern
boundary in total, mode I, and modes 2-5 is expressed as a percentage of the incident flux. Flux in the north
south direction through both north and south boundaries is combined (NS). Details of the area of integration
are provided in the text. Energy fluxes transferred to the Mt internal tide and median and mean values of
shear production (P.) are calculated to close the energy budget. Slope specifies sub-, near-, and supercritical
ridges with summits at 3500 m above the seafloor. The island has supercritical slopes above 1500 m. Positive
fluxes are directed out of the domain.
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Figure 2.1: Examples of the boundary condition for the along-channel current u (left) and idealized Gaussian
shaped topography (right) are shown for constant (top) and realistic (bottom) stratification runs. b) From a
constant stratification run, a subcritical seamount is shown. d) From a realistic stratification run, a near-critical
ridge is shown.
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Figure 2.6: The scattering of an eastward-propagating, incident, mode-one, M2 internal tide is illustrated with
the depth-integrated M2 baroc1inic energy density (top row), a vertical cross-section of the M2 baroclinic
energy density through the center of the topography (middle row), and the depth-integrated M2 baroc1inic
energy flux (bottom row). Results are shown for subcritical (left column), near-critical (middle column), and
supercritical (right column) ridge topographies from a three-dimensional model with constant stratification.
The 900 m isobath is shown in the top and bottom rows. Energy fluxes less than 10 W m- I are not plotted
for clarity. The dashed lines indicate the integration area in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.8: As Figure 2.6, but for ridge topographies in an ocean with realistic stratification. The 3500 m
isobath is shown in the top and bottom rows. Energy fluxes less than 1000 W m-1 are not plotted for clarity.
The dashed lines indicate the integration area in Table 2.4.
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Chapter 3

Internal Tide Scattering at the Line

Islands Ridge

Abstract

Scattering of the M2 mode-one internal tide from the Line Islands Ridge is examined with a prim

itive equation numerical model. Model runs with baroclinic and barotropic forcing are performed to dis

tinguish scattered from locally-generated internal tides. TPXO.5 tidal model sea surface elevations provide

barotropic forcing, while for the run with baroclinic forcing a mode-one, M2 energy flux of 1000 W m- 1

is used to represent energy fluxes emanating from the Hawaiian Ridge. Scattering redistributes more energy

flux from mode one than is locally generated in mode one. For the higher modes scattering and generation

contribute equally in terms of the overall energy flux. Spatial and modal distributions of energy density and

flux show internal tide scattering dominates at Hutchinson Seamount, while higher modes are generated lo

cally at Sculpin Ridge. Hutchinson Seamount's slopes are steeper over a greater continuous area than Sculpin

Ridge. Scattered energy is found downstream of the steepest topographies similar to simulations with ideal

ized Gaussian ridges. Overall 37% of the incident mode-one energy flux is lost due to scattering into modes

2-5 (19%), dissipation by the model's turbulence parameterization (15%), and nonlinear transfer to the M.

internal tide (3%). Two TOPEX groundtracks pass through the model domain roughly normal to the ridge

topography and confirm the general features of the modal and spatial distribution found in the model. Since

the M2 baroclinic energy density is high in the western Pacific because of the high density of tall seamounts

there, internal tide scattering may be a significant source ofenergy for at least local mixing at topography, if

not for mixing in the western Pacific.
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3.1 Introduction

As barotropic tidal flow of stratified water over deep-ocean topography is constricted, accelerated,

and forced across isobaths, internal waves at the tidal frequency or internal tides are generated [Holloway and

Merrifield, 1999]. High modes dissipate near the topography due to their higher shear, while the low-mode

waves can propagate far away from their source regions [Garrett and St. Laurent, 2002]. Via wave-wave

interactions, encounters with current shear at eddies or fronts, and scattering at topography, low-mode tidal

energy is transferred eventually into small-scale shear instabilities and mixing [Munk, 1981; Maller and

Briscoe, 2000]. Thus energy is removed from the low-mode internal tides far from their source regions,

which affects not only the overall tidal energy budget, but also the energy available for open ocean mixing

[Munk and Wunsch, 1998].

Low-mode internal tides generated at midocean topography are observed to propagate over 1000

\un away from their source regions in acoustic and altimetric observations [Dushaw et 01., 1995; Ray and

Mitchum, 1997; Ray and Cartwright, 200lj and models [Cummins et 01.,2001; Kantha and TIerney, 1997;

Merrifield et 01.,2001; Merrifield and Holloway, 2002; Niwa and Bibiya, 2oolj. Decay of the internal tide

signal in altimeter observations has been attributed to radial spreading and to the loss of phase-locking with

the barotropic tide, which is required for detection of the internal tide [Ray andMitchum, 1997]. Alternatively,

signal loss may be due to internal tide scattering at midocean topography, such as seamounts and ridges, which

may reduce the energy in the low-mode waves and disrupt the phase locking.

Analytical solutions of wave scattering are limited to two-dimensional. finite-height topography,

which does show low-mode incident waves are reflected or transmitted in higher modes depending on the

height and slope of the topography [MUller and Uu, 2000a]. Three-dimensional numerical modeling shows

that once a propagating, mode-one internal tide encounters an isolated seamount or ridge, energy is scattered

in space, mode number. and frequency [Johnston and Merrifield. 2003]. Scattering from ridges focuses wave

energy directly downstream, while scattering from seamounts disperses energy azimuthally. Scattering to

higher wave modes occurs in the lee of near- and supercritical seamounts and ridges. Also at near- and

supercritical ridges, enhanced shears lead to elevated mixing over the leading edge of the topography and

along a tidal beam up to the first surface bounce. (Where the topgraphic slope is less/greater than the slope of

an internal wave characteristic, the topography is defined as sub/supercritical.) From these results for isolated

topography, we take the next step and ask: how do internal tides scatter from realistic, rough topography?

Few in situ observations are available to evaluate internal tide scattering at deep-ocean topography.

Enhanced local mixing has been observed at Fieberling Guyot [Toole et 01., 1997] and along M2 character

istics emanating from the summit of Cobb Seamount [Lueck and Mudge. 1997], but the relative importance

of internal tide scattering and generation was not determined. At Horizon Guyot and Cross Seamount, the

M2 and S2 internal tides have been detected [Noble et 01., 1988; Noble and Mullineaux. 1989]. However,

these observations are of limited value for examining internal tide scattering because they were carried out

either with one current meter or in a region of low internal tide energy. namely the eastern Pacific [Niwa and
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Hibiya, 2(01). Internal tides are much more energetic in the western Pacific [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001j due to

the high density and height of seamounts there [Wessel and Lyons, 1997].

We focus our attention on the Line Islands Ridge (Figure 3. I), where large mode-one M2 baroclinic

energy fluxes emanating from French Frigate Shoals are incident [Merrifield et al., 2001; Ray and Cartwright,

2001]. At the Line Islands Ridge internal tide surface elevations exhibit a sudden change in wavenumber and

amplitude, unlike those tracks over smoother topography further east (Figure 12 in Ray and Mitchum [1997]).

Also the baroclinic energy flux displays a rapid decay in this region (Figure 1 in Ray and Cartwright [2001]).

From altimetry alone we cannot separate the effects of internal tide generation from scattering and so we

tum to numerical models, which can describe these processes [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999; Johnston and

Merrifield, 2003]

In this paper, we use a primitive equation numerical model to examine internal tide scattering

from a region of rough topography south of the Hawaiian Ridge, where large M2 baroclinic energy fluxes

are incident. The method is given in Section 2. Results are compared to idealized test cases in Section 3.

Distinctions are made between the scattering associated with the barotropic tide as opposed to the baroclinic

tide. Next we compare model results with altimeter observations in Section 4. Finally, we summarize and

comment on the importance of wave scattering in the western Pacific.

3.2 Method

The Princeton Ocean Model (POM) is a three-dimensional, nonlinear, Boussinesq, free surface,

sigma coordinate, primitive equation model, which parameterizes turbulent mixing with the Mellor-Yamada

level-2.5 submodel [Blumberg and Mellor, 1987]. This model has been used previously to examine internal

tide scattering at idealized Gaussian topographies [Johnston and Merrifield, 2003] and intemaltide generation

at idealized topography typical of Hawaii [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999], along the entire Hawaiian Ridge

[Merrifield et al., 2001; Merrifield and Holloway, 2002], and in the Pacific [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001]. The

features ofPOM are described in detail in Blumberg and Mellor [1987] and specific adjustments made for this

study are briefly reviewed below. Further details on the model setup are in Johnston and Merrifield [2003]

and Holloway and Merrifield [1999].

The vertical diffusivity for momentum calculated by the Mellor-Yamada submodel is used to simu

late vertical mixing. Vertical mixing of heat and salt and all horizontal mixing are turned off. POM maintains

adequate vertical resolution over topography by using topography-following or sigma coordinates:

Z-1J
(1=--

H +'1
(3.2.1)

where Z is the vertical coordinate, 'I is the free surface displacement, and H is the water depth. We use

71 sigma levels to resolve up to vertical mode five well. The Coriolis frequency is the appropriate value for

15°N. Temperature and salinity are annual means from 15.5°N, 167.5°W from the surface to 4500 m [Levitus

and Boyer, 1994]. Temperature is extrapolated from 4500 to 7()()() m based on a constant buoyancy frequency
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with salinity set at the 451)O..m value (Figure 3.2). Also, temperature and salinity are interpolated onto a finer

grid to avoid problems interpolating onto the model levels from coarser data.

Two model runs are performed with realistic bathymetry and stratification at the Line Islands Ridge:

one shows local internal tide generation and the other simulates scattering of the internal tide propagating

southward from the Hawaiian Ridge. In the internal tide generation run, the model is forced with Mz tidal

elevation on the boundaries and run for four days. For the internal tide scattering run, a mode-one, Mz
baroclinic energy flux normal to the northern boundary is applied and the model is run for nine days. In both

cases, tidal forcing is ramped up linearly from rest over one day and the last day is output and analyzed for

tidal harmonics.

In the internal tide generation run, the model is forced on the four open boundaries by barotropic

Mz tidal elevations obtained from a global tidal model, which assimilates altimeter data [Egbert and Ray,

2001] (Figure 3.3). The elevations are used in a radiation boundary condition for the current normal to the

boundary to permit surface gravity waves to pass through the boundary:

,;gIl
U =±-y('1mode' - '1be), (3.2.2)

where the leading positive (negative) sign is for the north and east (south and west) boundaries. U is the

gravitational acceleration and H is the water depth. '1model and 'lib< are the surface elevations calculated in

the model at the boundary and given by the boundary conditions with:

'lib< = 'In cos(wt - ¢In - ¢Jnm - ¢Jaa), (3.2.3)

where 'In and ¢In are the Mz tidal elevation amplitude and phase on the northern boundary. for example,

from the global tidal model; w =1.405 X 10-4 rad S-1 is the Mz tidal frequency; t is time; ¢Jnm =1.850 is

the nodal modulation correction for the time origin of the run at ooסס UTe on January I, 1901; and ¢Jaa =

6.330 is the astronomical argument at ooסס UTe on January I, 1900. ¢Jnm and ¢Jaa are set to zero in both

runs and in Section 4 the model phases are adjusted to produce better comparisons with altimeter data. Zero

gradient boundary conditions are used for elevation, vertical currents, and boundary-parallel baroclinic and

barotropic horizontal currents. A sponge layer is applied to normal baroclinic currents over the outermost 20

grid cells. Horizontal advection conditions are used for temperature, salinity. and the turbulence parameters:

kinetic energy and lengthscale. Also a relaxation is imposed on temperature and salinity in the sponge layer

to reduce further baroclinic motions [Cummins et al., 2001].

In the internal tide scattering run the model currents, temperature, and salinity are forced with an

Mz mode-one internal tide along the north boundary with an incident energy flux of 1000 W m-1 in a water

depth of 5300 m (Figure 3.4). The boundary conditions on the northern boundary for the horizontal (u, v)

and vertical (w) currents are:

u(x, y, z, t) = fi(z) ii(:&,y, t) (3.2.4)
UPo(z)

v(x, y, z, t) fi(z) v(x, y, t) (3.2.5)= UP.(z)
w(x,y, z, t) h(z)w(x, y, t) (3.2.6)
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where x, y, and z are the spatial coordinates and Po(z) is the unperturbed density. The horizontal structures

are:

u(x,y, t) = 1/09 cos(kx - wt - <P.) (3.2.7)
c

vex, y, i) = - 11/09 cos(kx - wi - <P.) (3.2.8)
wc

w(x, y, t) = 1/owcos(kx - wi - <Pw) (3.2.9)

where "'10 = 62.5 is a dimensionless wave amplitude, c = 3.04 m S-1 is the mode-one phase speed, k = 4.63

X 10-5 rad m-1 is the mode-one horizontal wavenumber corresponding to a wavelength of 136 Ian, 1 =

3.77 X 10-5 is the Coriolis frequency at 15°N, and '" is the phase, which is 0 for u and 1r/2 for v and w. In

the internal tide scattering run, there is no sponge on the north boundary and 1/k is set to zero. The vertical

mode structures, p(z) and 1.(z), are evaluated numerically from the density profile at fine resolution and then

subsampled onto the model vertical grid [Chelton et aJ., 1998).

In the study area, discontinuous 100-200 Ian-long ridges have summits reaching typically to within

1500-2500 m of the surface (Figure 3.1). In this area of the western Pacific, Wessel and Lyons [1997] find the

density and heights of seamounts are high, but their technique identifies ridges as multiple seamounts. The

distinction between seamounts and ridges is crucial to internal tide generation and scattering and therefore

we use the topography of Smith and Sandwell [1997). This topography with 2-arc-minute or about 4-Ian

resolution is intetpolated onto a 2-km x 2-Ian grid, which has been rotated clockwise by 150 to align the

model's boundaries with the Hawaiian Ridge. The region of interest is centered at 1670 30'W, 15°N and is

square with sides 440 km long. Outside this region, the model resolution changes linearly from 2 km to 4.5

Ian over 20 grid cells (for a total of 60.5 Ian), is maintained at 4.5 Ian for another 20 grid cells, and then

logarithmically changes from 4.5 km to 30 Ian over the next 20 grid cells. From the edge of the inner domain

with 2-Ian resolution, the bathymetry is intetpolated from its actual value to 5300 m over the next 10 grid

cells or 26 km. An extra 20 4.5-Ian grid cells are added to the topography near the north boundary for the

internal tide scattering model run. This setup permits the incident mode-one tide to propagate over a long,

lIat region without distortion. The horizontal resolution is enough to resolve up to mode five well (at least six

grid cells per wavelength) over the model topography.

Model output is compared to altimetry. TOPEXIPoseidon track data with a spacing between points

of 5.78 km are analyzed for M2 harmonics at their alias period of 62.1 days, after removing annual and

semiannual signals and a linear trend similar to the method of Ray and Mirchum [1997]. A Butterworth

high-pass filter with 15 (50) dB power loss at wavelengths of 300 Ian (600 km) is applied to the amplitudes

to emphasize internal tide signals. Modal contributions are evaluated separately via Butterworth band-pass

filters with 15 (50) dB power loss at wavelengths of 110 and 240 (80 and 380) Ian for mode one and 50 and

110 (30 and 160) Ian for mode two.
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3.3 Model Results

Below we examine the scattering of energy from the mode-one internal tide into other vertical

modes at steep topography. We also look at local internal tide generation and compare the spatial and modal

distributions ofenergy density and fluxes of the locally-generated and scattered internal tides.

With barotropic forcing, the barotropic tidal ellipses are oriented roughly perpendicular to the ridges

and maximum current amplitudes are generally less than I em S-1 (Figure 3.5). The ridges are interrupted

frequently by channels and are nonuniform in shape and so we expect the model results to resemble simula

tions at idealized Gaussian topography in general [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999), but not in detail due to the

three-dimensional topographic features. The oscillating, cross-isobath flow generates internal tides through

out the water column over the sloping topography, where the depth-integrated baroclinic energy density is

seen to be highest (Figure 3.6a). The energy density is concentrated in modes two and three (Figures 3.6c,

d). Lower energy density is seen over a central swath of the domain between most of the ridges. Due to their

lower group speeds, higher modes will propagate away from the ridges much slower than mode one. Since a

modal description is only valid over a flat bottom, additional modes are required over sloping topography to

represent a given flat-bottom mode. Thus modes two and three contain most of the energy density seen away

from the ridges (i.e. beyond the 4000-m isobath), but over the ridges higher modes are required to explain

the total energy density seen there.

The internal tide radiates away from the broad sides of the ridges in both directions similar to

simulations with idealized topography [Holloway and Merrifield, 1999) (Figure 3.7a). Locally-generated

internal tides are strongest at ridges oriented normal to the barotropic flow, such as the Sculpin Ridge (Figures

3.5,3.7a)). Although the mode-one energy density is low (Figure 3.6b), mode one carries significant energy

flux due to its higher group speed (Figure 3.7a). The M2 baroclinic energy flux is dominated by modes

one and two (Figures 3.7b, c), while mode three contributes mostly to northward energy flux from northern

Sculpin Ridge (Figure 3.7d). While the energy density in modes two and three is high between northern

Sculpin Ridge and Hutchinson Seamount (Figures 3.60, d), destructive interference between outgoing waves

produces a disoriented energy flux (Figures 3.7c, d). Similar destructive interference from the less ridge-like

and closer-spaced topography is likely affecting the mode-three energy flux between Blackshaw Seamounts

and southern Sculpin Ridge (Figure 3.7d).

In the runs forced by a mode-one M. internal tide, energy is removed from mode one as it propa

gates southward through the domain (Figure 3.8b). Scattering into higher modes occurs mainly in the west at

the ridge-like Hutchinson Seamount (Figure 3.8c, d). The total energy density is highest south of these ridges

due to the high-mode contribution, while over the smaller ridges to the east high modes are only found at the

topography (Figure 3.8a). In earlier work on scattering from Gaussian ridges, high-mode energy is concen

trated directly downstream of near- and supercritical topography, but the mode-one waves pass unhindered

over subcritical topography with higher modes needed only to maintain the mode-one-Iike structure (I.e. op

positely directed currents in the upper and lower water column) above the sloping topography [Johnston and
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Merrifield, 2003]. The energy lIux is largely in mode one (Figures 3.9a, b). The energy lIux in modes lwo

and three is directed southward and is concentrated in downstream of the tall ridges in the west (Figures 3.9c.

d). Hutchinson Seamounl has supercritical slopes, which are steeper and found over a continuous area greater

lhan lhose at Sculpin Ridge. Therefore, HUlchinson Seamounl is a strong scalterer of mode-one inlemal tides.

Since Sculpin Ridge is longer lhan HUlchinson Seamount, local internal tide generation is grealer al Sculpin

Ridge because lhe barotropic lide is constrained ro 1I0w across isobalhs.

A vertical section through lhe weslern portion of lhe domain sbows a mode-one energy lIux imping

ing on Hulchinson Seamount, where the energy lIux is scaltered as a beam (Figure 3.10). Further downstream

lhe beam rellects from lhe surface and the bollom. before encountering anolher seamount In lhe lee of the

ropography, null zones of energy flux eXlending almosl lhroughout the waler column are found below the

beams. Near lhe bOllom rellection. elevaled viscosily values are found eXlending up to 2()()() m off lhe bol

10m. Tbis mixing fealure exlends a few tens of kilometers in lhe downstream and cross-stream direclions. The

loss of energy from lhe mode-one inlernal tide is seen in lhe reduced near-surface energy fluxes compared

ro lhe values upstream, Scaltering from ropography and subsequenl reJlections of lhe beam distribule energy

lhroughoUl the waler column and inlo mixing. The mixing here is found near lhe bolrom wbere stratification

is weakesl and currenl shears are large due 10 lhe beam rellection, Al 1aI1er ridges, mixing can occur along

tidal beams up 10 lhe first surface bounce because lhe current shears are higher and large enough to produce

low Richardson numbers (Figure 10 in JoJm.ston and Merrifield [2003]).

To clarify lhe contribulions of inlernal lide generation and scallering in lhis region, we tabulate

lhe energy fluxes passing lhrough lhe boundaries of lhe domain for the runs with barotropic and baroelinic

forcing (Table 3,1), The integralion region is 20 grid cells or 60,5 km from lhe inner domain boundaries (lhe

black line in Figures 3.7 and 3.9) over a lIal bOllom with a deplh of 5300 m. The scale againsl which 10

compare lhese energy Jluxes is the 561 MW mode-one energy lIux incidenl on lhe northern boundary in lhe

baroclinic-forcing run. Percentages below are based on lhis flux, From lhe incidenl mode-one energy Jlux

205 MW or 37% is loslro mainly modes 2-5 (108 MW or 19%) and lhe rurbulence parameterization scheme

(abouI15%). Some of lhe incidenl energy flux is transferred 10 lhe M. intemallide (3%). In lhe barotropic

forcing run, lhe lotal M2 energy Jlux generated is 144 MW wilh 52 MW in mode one and 90 MW in modes

2-5. Therefore. scaltering is much more importanllhan local generalion for mode one, while for lhe higher

modes scattering and generalion contribute equally in terms of the line integral bUl the spatial distribution and

direction of the lIuxes are much different

Wilh longer model run times, the high-mode energy flux leaving the domain increases. Compared

10 lhe baroclinic-forcing run of 9-days, a 6-day run shows about 42% of lhe incidenl energy flux is lost from

mode one, but only 9% is found in modes 2-5. This difference between lhe 6- and 9-day runs is due ro lhe

time needed for the slower. higher modes ro reach lhe integration boundaries. (For example, a mode·lhree

wave with a group speed of about I m S-1 travels about 500 km in 6 days in a 5()()()·m deep ocean. Over

ropography lhis speed will be much less.) In olher words. lhe model is not in steady state and lhe energy

density increases wilh model run time. Energy may be put inro modes greater than six in bolh runs, but
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model resolution and run times are not sufficient to resolve these modes well. Modes 1-3 contain most of the

energy flux and reach the domain boundaries during a 9-day run (Figure 3.9).

The wavelength of the mode-one internal tide in this region is 136 Ian in water depths of 5300 m,

which exceeds the width of the ridges. For subcritical topography, the currents of the incident mode-one

internal tide generate higher-mode internal tides much the same as the barotropic tide would. The scallering

of a mode-one internal tide to higher modes occurs with an efficiency of about 10% at the small-amplitude

topography of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge [St. Laurent and Garrett, 2002]. Modes 1-10 are mostly unaffected

by bOllom reflections at the largely suberitical topography, while modes higher than ten dissipate locally. In

this model study, over steep, large-amplitude topography we tind almost 20% of the incident mode-one flux

converted to higher modes with roughly an additional 15% dissipated by the turbulence parameterization.

3.4 Comparison to Altimetry

High-pass tiltered altimeter observations show low-mode internal tides propagating over 1000 Ian

away from the Hawaiian Ridge, before the signal is lost (Figure 3.lIa). Phase-locking between the internal

and the surface tides is required to detect the surface elevation due to the internal tide. As the internal tide

propagates, small differences in propagation speed lead to large differences in phase or travel time between

the source and points along the groundtrack making the signal undetectable. The band-pass filtered mode-one

signal is dominant and is seen emanating from both sides of the ridge (Figure 3.11b), while the band-passed

mode-two signal is much weaker and decays within about 200 Ian (Figure 3.lIc). (The band-passed mode

one amplitudes suffer from edge effects in the north and also at the island of Oahu, where track 125 passes

over land.) The wavelengths of modes one, two, and three in the model domain in 5300 m of water are 136,

80, and 49 lan, which correspond to wavenumbers of 0.0074, 0.013, and 0.020 cycles lan-I.

Tracks 125 and 36 pass over rough topography in our model domain (Figure 3.11). A mode-one

tide is incident on the topography from the north (Figure 3.lIb. See also Figure 1 of Ray and Cartwright

[2001]). Over and south of the topography, the mode-one amplitude is reduced (Figure 3.1 Ib) and the mode

two amplitude increases (Figure 3.1Ic). The transition from a dominant mode-one to mode-two signal is seen

also in Figure 3.11a. The mode-two signal extends further southward than northward from the topography

(Figure 3. lib), resembling high modes found downstream of supercriticaltopography due to internal tide

scattering (Figure 8b in Johnston and Merrifield [2003]). Fourier transforms verify the dominance of mode

one and show signiticant power in mode two along tracks 11,49, 87, 125 , 36, and 74 (Figures 3.l2a-t).

Mode three is found also in tracks II, 125, and 112 (Figures 3.120, d, and g). The wavelengths seen in the

Fourier transform are slightly larger than the wavelengths given above because the satellite groundtracks are

at a slight angle to the actual direction of wave propagation.

Track 112 follows the energetic internal tide emanating from the Kauai Channel, which propagates

southward over a relatively flat ocean (Figure 3.11a). The signal is disrupted somewhat as the track passes

over a group of seamounts near 9°N, but reappears on the south side of the topography, a situation consistent
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with scattering from subcritical topography (Figure Sa in Johnston andMerrifield [2003]). Locally-generated

mode-two waves are seen to the north of the seamounts, while slightly larger mode-two amplitudes are seen

to the south suggestive of modest scattering (Figure 3.11c). Nevertheless, track 112 is taken as an example

of internal tide propagation over a flat bottom. The energy in modes two and three is much less than in mode

one (Figure 3. 12g).

Internal tide generation and scattering at rough topography along tracks 125 and 36 are interpreted

below in the context of additional infonnation provided by our model results. In the eastern portion of the

model domain, track 36 passes over Sculpin Ridge, where mode two waves are generated locally (Figures

3.6c) and the contribution of scattering is less important (Figure 3.8c). Track 125 passes over Hutchinson

Seamount in the west of the domain (Figure 3.11), where in the model the incident mode-one wave is scattered

into modes two and three most prominently (Figures 3.Sc, d). Here, this scattering into modes two and three

dominates local internal tide generation (Figures 3.6c, d).

Direct comparison of observed M2 surface elevation amplitudes due to internal tides with those

from the model are made below. In the barotropic-forcing run, baroclinic elevations are obtained by first

running the model using only the depth-averaged equations of motion and then subtracting those surface ele

vations from the fuUy three-dimensional barotropic-forcing run elevations [Merrifield et al., 200 I]. The total

model baroclinic elevation is obtained by adding baroclinic elevations from the barotropic- and baroclinic

forcing runs. The contribution to baroclinic surface elevation of the barotropic-forcing run is small compared

to the baroclinic-forcing run. Local internal tide generation contributes little mode-one energy (Figure 3.6b)

and thus much smaller surface elevations than those due to the incident and scattered mode-one internal tide.

Although numerous signals are found in the 2 model runs (an incident mode-one internal tide, the

scattered internal tides, and locally-generated internal tides), the main features of the internal tide generation

and scattering problem appear to be linear [Johnston and Merrifield, 2003]. The surface elevation of the

internal tide from the barotropic- and baroclinic-forcing runs are combined to yield a total surface elevation.

The contribution of internal tide scattering dominates the total elevation. The model elevation phases are

adjusted separately along tracks 125 and 36 to obtain better fits with the observations (Figure 3.13a). The

total elevation displays a decay from north to south of the mode-one internal tide similar to observations

(Figures 3.13a, b). Again the band-passed mode one amplitudes suffer from edge effects in the north, but are

consistent with observations in the south (Figures 3.13c, d). Mode two is relatively weak north of Hutchinson

Seamount and Sculpin Ridge, but then increases in amplitude especially south of Hutchinson Seamount

(Figures 3.13e, I), where scattering into higher modes (Figures 3.Se, d) dominates local generation of higher

modes (Figures 3.6c, d). The Smith and Sandwell [1997] bathymetry may be underestimating slopes of the

Sculpin Ridge and thus the scattering into higher modes may be weaker in the model than in observations

(Figures 3.13e, I).

Spectra and direct comparisons with altimetry confirm the general features in the model of how

energy is removed from the incident mode-one internal tide and deposited in higher modes at rough, midocean

topography.
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3.5 Summary

At the rough, midocean topography of the Line Islands Ridge, 37% of the incident mode-one

energy flux is lost by scattering into modes 2-5 (19%), dissipation by the wrbulence parameterization (15%),

and nonlinear transfer to the M. internal tide (3%). Overall more energy is removed from mode one by

scattering than is generated locally, while higher modes have roughly equal contributions from scattering and

local generation. In comparison, over the subcritical topography of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge about 10% of the

incident mode-one energy is scattered [St Laurent and Garrett, 2002]. In the western Pacific, topographic

scattering of low-mode internal tides is likely an important mechanism for dissipating the mode-one internal

tide and providing at least locally significant mixing.

Scattering of the internal tide propagating away from the Hawaiian Ridge and local generation

explain the decay of the mode-one internal tide signal in TOPEXlPoseidon observations. The altimeter

derived internal tide elevation amplitudes decrease and show shorter wavelength components after passing

over a region of rough topography south of the Hawaiian Ridge. The spatial and modal distribution of the

baroelinic energy density and Iluxes is different in the runs with barotropic and baroclinic forcing. The

model shows higher modes from internal tide scattering dominate at Hutchinson Seamount, while locally

generated higher modes are found around southern Sculpin Ridge. Hutchinson Seamount has supercritical

slopes, which are steeper and found over a continuous area greater than those at Sculpin Ridge. Therefore,

Hutchinson Seamount is a strong scatterer of mode-one internal tides, while the longer, less steep Sculpin

Ridge can still generate internal tides locally. Two altimeter tracks confirm the general features of this modal

and spatial distribution. These results are consistent with the observed decay of the mode-one M2 baroclinic

energy flux over the Line Islands Ridge (Figure I in Ray and Cartwright [2001]).

Previous observations of internal tide rellection, generation, and mixing were made in the eastern

Pacific. In light of our work demonstrating the large energy losses due to scattering and previous work

showing greater internal tide energy density in the western Pacific [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001] due to the high

density and height of seamounts [Wessel and Lyons, 1997], we encourage efforts to observe mixing in the

western Pacific due to internal tide scattering.
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3.6 Tables and Figures

Forcing Total (MW) Mode 1 (MW) Modes 2-5 (MW)
N E W 8 A N E W 8 A N E W 8 A

Barotropic 47 33 22 41 144 17 8 8 20 52 30 25 14 22 90
Baroclinic -542 -19 23 448 -90 -561 -30 1 385 -205 19 11 21 57 108

Table 3.1: Integrated M2 baroclinic energy lIux in megawatts through the north (N), east (E), west (W), and
south (8) boundaries. When the net energy lIux is directed out of the domain, A is positive. The integration
is carried out 20 grid cells or 60.5 km away from the inner domain over a lIat bottom.
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Figure 3.13: The baroclinic elevations from the barotropic- and baroclinic-forcing runs are summed to yield
a total internal tide elevation (thick lines). TOPEX observations (thin lines) are plotted for comparison. a)
The real component of the total elevations is band-passed for c) mode one and e) mode two. Imaginary
components are shown for b) all modes. d) mode one. and f) mode two. To obtain better correlation. the
model phases of the total elevations are adjusted for tracks 125 and 36 separately.
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Chapter 4

Summary

Internal tide scattering redistributes the incident mode-one M2 internal tide in space, frequency,

and wavenumber. Energy is also lost to mixing. Therefore, over regions with a high density of seamounts,

significant energy losses from the mode-one internal tide are expected.

For idealized, isolated ridges and seamounts, the height and slope of the topography detennine

energy transmission, while the width (in the direction of the energy flux) and slope affects the modal structure

of the transmitted waves. Near- and supercritical slopes produce high-mode structure directly downstream

of the topography. The transition from beams to a low-mode structure further downstream is due not to a

preferential dissipation of higher modes, but rather due to an increased contribution from the incident mode

one internal tide refracting around the subcritical flanks ofthe topography. In the horizontal, alternating bands

of high and low energy flux are seen downstream of the topography. Elevated mixing is found only along

tidal beams up to the first surface bounce. Some of the incident energy flux is transferred to the mode-one

M. internal tide.

At the Line Islands Ridge, large losses of energy from the incident mode-one internal tide are

found. The main scatterer is Hutchinson Seamount, which has supercritical slopes over a greater continuous

area than any other topographic feature in the model domain. At Hutchinson Seamount, the incident mode

one internal tide is scattered into high modes, which are found downstream. Locally generated high-mode

internal tides are weak here. The longer, less steep Sculpin Ridge can still generate internal tides locally. Two

altimeter tracks confirm the general features of this modal and spatial distribution.

Future work based on these model results includes efforts to observe low-mode internal tide scatter

ing at Hutchinson Seamount. Three mooring systems will be deployed north of, over, and south ofHutchinson

Seamount to detect the low-mode incident wave, mixing over the topography, and the high-mode transmitted

wave. On the deployment and recovery cruises, shipboard surveys will attempt to verify the three-dimensional

structure of the scattering process.
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Appendix A

Normal Mode Decomposition

Both u and w can be separated into vertical structures or normal modes (P(z) and h(z) and hor

iwntal structures (u(x, y, t) and w(x, y, t)), which independently satisfy the momentum equations [Gill,

1982]:

The horizontal structures are:

u(x,y,z,t)

w(x,y, z, t)

u(x, y, t)

w(x, y, t)

= p(z) u(x, y, t)
gpo(z)

h(z)w(x, y, t)

'7og cos(kx - wt - <l>u)
c

'7owcos(kx - wt - <l>w)

(A. I)

(A.2)

(A.3)

(A.4)

where '70 is a dimensionless wave amplitude, c is a separation constant equal to the phase speed in the long

wave limit, and <I> is the phase, which for mode one is 0 for u and 1f/2 for w. The full description of u and w

is:

u(x, y, z, t)

w(x,y,z, t)

For constant stratification the modes are:

= p(z)~() cos(kx - wt - <l>u)
cpo z

= h(z)'7owcos(kx - wt - <l>w)

(A.5)

(A.6)

p(z)

h(z)

= Po(z)c2 cos(mz)

= .!..sin(mz)
m

(A.7)

(A.8)

where c = N H/n1f is the phase speed in the long-wave limit, n is the mode number, and the vertical

wavenumber m = n1f/ H. For variable stratification these vertical normal modes are numerically evaluated

from the T, S data at 8 m resolution and then subsampled onto the model's vertical grid [ehelton et aL,

1998].
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The mean baroclinic energy flux per wave period in the x direction is defined as:

F.(x,y, z) =< p'(x,y, z, t)u(x,y, z, t) > (A.9)

where the angle brackets denote an average over a wave period and p' (x, y, z, t) is the baroclinic pressure

perturbation due to internal waves:

p'(x, y, z, t) =p(z)ij(x, y, t)

where the vertical displacement's horiwntal structure is:

ij(x, y, t) = '10 cos(kx - wt)

Therefore, the baroclinic energy flux is:

Fx(x,y,z) = p2«(Z») < u(x,y,t)ij(x,y,t) >
gpo z

which for constant stratification is:
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